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Abstract
Irish gastronomy has experienced a great transformation in the last couple of decades. High-end
restaurants have gone from being predominantly French or British throughout the 20th century to depicting
today a distinctive Irish tone. I have referred to this fashion as new Irish cuisine (NIC), a concept that
attempts to enclose all fine-dining ventures that serve modern Irish food in Ireland and their common
cooking ethos. This research has aimed to investigate thoroughly the nature of this culinary identity from
a Bourdieuian perspective and to contextualize its emergence. Moreover, NIC has also been utilized as
lenses to explore the relevant sociological processes of globalization and colonialism in present-day
Ireland. For that, a qualitative study based on nine semi-structured interviews with Irish chefs, participant
observation, media analysis and an extensive literature review has been carried out in the counties of Cork
and Galway. This analysis has identified a number of factors that have played a key role in the emergence
of this novel cuisine. The economic globalization, an upgraded culinary education in Irish schools, the
existence of alternative “quality” food networks and the support of governmental institutions are some
instances. Irish chefs, possessors of high culinary capital, have worked towards achieving distinction and
reputation because they felt Irish cuisine did not have the status other cuisines have relished. This food
identity is confined in the realm of fine dining and is being produced by a growing number of Irish
gastronomes that want to see it become an Irish national symbol. It is a cuisine that strongly commits to
local, seasonal, organic and Irish produce, and wild food foraging is commonly practiced. The local is a
multi-dimensional source of meaning, values and distinction highly appreciated by most NIC chefs.
Besides, even though nearly all food in these establishments is locally sourced, the global is critical to this
as well. Apart from economic prosperity, globalization forces have clearly molded NIC as it blends various
culinary cultures but still preserves the authenticity that global tourists search for. Finally, this study has
concluded that NIC also has a (post)colonial feel in the sense that it seeks to reinvent a Gaelic-like type of
cuisine that tends to revive native Irish past food customs and techniques leaving out the British past and
present influences and memories.
Key words: Irish, cuisine, identity, restaurants, global, local, postcolonialism, distinction, terroir.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Foodways in Ireland have rapidly changed in less than one century. In the culinary scene Ireland has gone
from having a strong British and French influence along the 20 th century to currently portraying a
distinguishable Irish identity. I firmly believe that this sudden occurrence has an enormous research
potential and that should be regarded of high relevance by food sociologists and historians. This
investigation explores the transgressive, fluid and symbolic nature of Irish food by focusing on the study of
the emergence of a novel cuisine in Ireland and its links with colonial and current global patterns.
Historically, Irish food culture has not been associated with a rich tradition of foods nor a distinctive cuisine.
On the contrary, in the last few centuries, Irish food has been defined by colonial relations, necessity and
seen with Catholic lenses as a mere vehicle for subsistence. While this nation is well-known for its fertile
land dedicated to producing high-quality meat and crops and for its fruitful coastline, Ireland has not been
identified with a renowned cuisine until recently (Mac Con Iomaire, 2018, 2018). In general terms, the
cuisine and culinary heritage of other European countries, such as Italy, Spain or France, have been
deemed as possessors of a higher reputation if compared with Irish gastronomy. Amongst other factors,
this is arguably due to these nations’ historical different construction of “quality” around their foodstuffs and
protection of food customs. Southern-European countries have a longer-lasting tradition of safeguarding
their foods with geographical protection legal systems and intangible cultural heritage declarations. Ireland,
though it has a few active protected foods and other potential applications, lags behind other European
nations in this respect (ibid.). This contrast and other unaccounted-for factors might explain why Irish
cuisine and food culture have been seen as stereotypically less distinctive and honored than others,
especially for Irish chefs and food professionals with connoisseurship on these matters.
Irish food is far from simple though. In fact, Louis Cullen considers Ireland to have one of the most
interesting culinary traditions in Europe (Cullen,1968). Over the last three hundred years, Irish food has
arguably been mostly affected by three main socio-economic “disruptions”: British colonialism, the Great
Famine and globalization. Various authors claim that several centuries of oppression by the British rule
and a devastating period of famine from 1845 to 1849 considerably wiped out the native Gaelic food culture
and Irish people’s trust in food (Sexton, 2005; McKenna, 2008; Sexton, 2015; McCafferty, 2019). Decades
later, by the time Ireland was declared a Free State in 1922, fine cuisine was primarily domain of the French
haute style and the British-like food of the Big Houses. Moreover, the fierce globalization and
industrialization characteristic of the 20th century led to major diet changes in view of the arrival of various
ethnicities to Ireland along with the rise in popularity of mass-manufactured foods and fast food chains. In
the high-end dining arena, French was still doubtlessly the paramount trend (Sexton, 2005; Mac Con
Iomaire, 2011). Amidst the 20th century, beyond doubt living standards notably improved for all but Irish
cuisine did not progress and remained stagnant. Indeed, not long ago some regarded Irish cuisine to be
“a contradiction in terms” (Mac Con Iomaire, 2018).
Notwithstanding, the 60s and the 70s witnessed a countermovement against mass-produced foods
championing the quality of Irish produce and the need to reestablish the confidence in Irish food and cuisine
(Sexton, 2005). One of the most influential personalities in this emerging fad was Myrtle Allen, considered
6

the mother of modern Irish cuisine and an inspirational figure for many contemporary Irish chefs
(Ballymaloe House, 2014). Since then, Irish gastronomy has drastically changed. Fifty years later, Ireland
is well-known internationally for its distinctive, reputable and authentic cuisine. In this paper, I reutilize the
term “New Irish Cuisine” (NIC) coined by McCafferty (2019) for its ability to comprehensively illustrate the
object of study in this investigation: a 21st-century novel gastronomic Irish identity that is substantially
changing the global reputation of Irish cuisine and that aspires to become a national symbol (Mac Con
Iomaire, 2018; Deleuze, 2012).
A variety of factors are thought to have played a crucial role in this rapid change. For instance, the
extraordinary economic growth experienced in Ireland at the end of the 20th century seem to have permitted
fine-dining ventures to mushroom and blossomed in the last decades. Moreover, state agencies like Bord
Bia and Fáilte Ireland have shown an active involvement in the promotion of the authenticity and quality of
Irish food and Irish cuisine. The number of small landholders producing organic and quality foods has
significantly increased in the last two decades and food initiatives flood the annual calendar of popular
events in Ireland (Sage, 2003; Duram & Cawley, 2012; Fáilte Ireland, 2020; Leader Initiative, 2020). All
these circumstances rationalize the extraordinary rise in quality restaurants producing “modern Irish food”
all around the island (Mac Con Iomaire, 2011; Michelin Guide, 2020). These restaurants and their cooking
ethos represent what I refer to as new Irish cuisine.
NIC shows a strong commitment to the use of local foods, a common and purposeful strategy seen
nowadays in high-profile restaurants and also an important topic highly debated in academia (Sage, 2003;
Demossier, 2011; Lane, 2011; Eriksen, 2013). This investigation sets out to better comprehend the
meaning of being local and its worth in this cuisine. Moreover, albeit in these new Irish eateries food is
meant to be purely local, the global is also critical to this. NIC, similarly to other contemporary high-profile
cuisines, blends together various global culinary cultures (Warde, 2009). New Nordic Cuisine (NNC) is
perhaps the clearest influence, but French, Spanish, Japanese and fusion tones are also portrayed in
modern Irish dishes (Mac Con Iomaire, 2011). Apart from global culinary influences, other outcomes of
present-day globalization appear to have been influential in the development of NIC, such as tourism or
labor migration (Mac Con Iomaire, 2018). Hence, this study also aims at understanding how the global
operates in this cuisine and its significance. Lastly, considering the colonial past of Ireland and the lesser
esteem regarded to Irish cuisine in Europe, this research aspires to unravel whether NIC has a noticeable
(post)colonial and nationalistic tone. The ambitions towards distinction attempting to set Irish cuisine further
apart from British influences are thus investigated. Today, new Irish cuisine is a key piece of the so-called
“Irish food movement”, that strives to transform Ireland in a distinctive food center worldwide (Fáilte Ireland,
2020).
Many social scientists have discussed about the complexities of global and local dynamics not as two
separate worlds but as binary elements of the same process (Wilk, 1999; Inglis, 2009; Massey, 2010; Lane,
2011). Likewise, academics have investigated the cultural, economic and political impact imperial powers
have had on different places throughout our time, utilizing food as a symbolic means through which issues
of power, identity and social clashes are evidenced (Dietler, 2007). Considering the academic significance
of these concepts and their magnitude in NIC, this research aims to further comprehend the influences
7

that globalization and colonialism have had in this cuisine, a novel food identity that has never been
explored in such a way. Moreover, this study seeks to gain a deeper insight into the complexion of this
movement so that a better definition can be drawn.
Therefore, this thesis mainly endeavors to give answer to the following research questions: first, what is
new Irish cuisine and what factors have led to its renaissance? For which I have focused on investigating
the nature and main characteristics of this culinary fashion as well as on a multi-level contextualization
meant to understand its surge and recent fame; and second, how influential have globalization and
colonialism been in the surge of NIC? By which I have aimed to shed light into how relevant societal
processes like globalization and colonialism have shaped up the type and the meaning of the food served
in NIC establishments. The research areas selected to conduct this investigation have been the counties
of Cork and Galway. Co. Cork, besides having the second biggest urban area in the country – Cork City –
has been chosen for being internationally renowned for its quality foods and considered the food capital of
Ireland (Wilson, 2013; Digby, 2018). Co. Galway has also been part of the research due to its reputable
local cuisine and for being host city of one of the most important gastronomic events celebrated in Ireland:
Food on the Edge (Duram & Cawley, 2012; Food on the edge, 2019).
In the next section, I present the theoretical frames of the study (Chapter 2). Then, the methodology used
to conduct this research is presented and explained in detail throughout Chapter 3. Next, the results
product of the analysis of the collated data and their relation with the theoretical concepts are thoroughly
presented along Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 is a section for discussion and conclusions that draws upon
the research questions, reflects on how the project has addressed them and wraps up all findings,
suggestions and concerns.

Chapter 2. Theoretical framework
Albeit consumption of food is essential for sustaining human life, that consumption is not only of calories
but of material culture full of meaning (Dietler, 2007). Food is a rich medium capable of carrying a strong
symbolism intimately linked to history, class and the expression of identity. Ingredients, techniques,
preparations, aesthetics and routinized practices are meaningful elements that can be evaluated if one
seeks to comprehend economic, social and culturally a concrete people (Dietler, 2007; DeSoucey, 2010;
Wilk, 1999). Besides analyzing “consumption”, it is important to understand that the other “pillars” of food
– production and distribution or exchange – should be regarded as highly symbolic practices as well. All
these aspects together form what sociologists, historians, anthropologists and food academics have long
defined as foodways; that is, the study of why we eat what we eat and what it means (Wilk, 1999). This
investigation considers new Irish cuisine as a specific “foodway” of the Ireland of the 21st century. NIC
represents the eating and culinary practices of a specific group of people in a concrete place and time in
history that possesses strong links to culture and identity. In order to better comprehend its nature and
recent fame I use two sets of theories that are presented hereafter.

First, Bourdieu’s field theory groups a set of principles that are suitable to conceptualize the nature of new
Irish cuisine. Think of NIC as a “social field” composed by numerous social agents, e.g. chefs. Within this
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field, agents are located and positioned in function of their habitus, capital and interactions held between
them. NIC’s habitus would involve the culinary skills, ethos and practices of the people “within” the field
that produce and reproduce social structure or “cuisine”. Capital, through which agents compete and
negotiate their social position, is divided in four different forms: economic, symbolic, cultural and social. To
access the NIC “field”, the economic capital needed is high: that is represented by the well-off clients who
support these ventures, or the financial means required to create and offer the economically demanding
menus these restaurants have. The symbolic capital is also key. It is gained via recognitions, like Michelin
stars, awards in international competitions and other accolades. Likewise, restaurants, in order to be in
this “field”, should be possessor of this type of capital. The cultural capital represents the acquired
knowledge of chefs and other NIC supporters that legitimize them to differentiate worthy and unworthy
food (Bourdieu, 1984). Along this project, I have decided to define cultural capital in gastronomy by
Naccarato & Lebesco’s (2013) concept of culinary capital. This term encompasses the engagement in food
practices that are considered privileged over others. In NIC, it encloses an array of food choices related to
local purchasing, artisanship, specialties and other attributes that will be discussed throughout this
document. What is interesting about cultural capital is that when it is shared – as it is by chefs in NIC – a
collective identity emanates from it, a sense of belonging to a group. And this is why I refer to NIC as a
culinary identity along the text. Finally, social capital refers to the social relationships between agents
through which the field norms and identity are maintained but also evolve. Through creating this culinary
field “NIC”, chefs and other actors with similar economic, symbolic and culinary capital have been able to
gain status and power in the international field of highbrow gastronomy. This status or reputation produces
social distinction, a product of recognition, respect and social comparatives that uplift a social agent’s
position with respect to others. Henceforth, Bourdieu’s field theory facilitate the understanding of three key
concepts in NIC. Firstly, the culinary capital of chefs, that relates to their discourse on “good food”, which
is highly dependent on class and explains the highbrow nature of the movement as well as the chefs’
discursive tension between democracy and distinction (Johnston et al., 2011; Naccarato & Lebesco, 2013;
Johnston & Baumann, 2014). Secondly, identity, in the sense of the “identity longing” expressed by chefs
regarding the former status of Irish cuisine, but also as a “new” collective expression – shared culinary
capital – that represents their vision on what Irish food could “ideally” be. Lastly, in a context of a perceived
“lack” of food identity, distinction has been vividly sought and crucial for the recent surge of NIC. Through
localism, Irish terroir, quality, social relations and a great collaborative effort, the status of Irish cuisine has
undertaken a significant boost in the last years.
Second, in an effort to explain in detail the relevance of the socio-cultural processes under study –
colonialism and globalization – this research bases on the conceptual triad global-local-(post)colonial.
Each domain of knowledge is described in the forthcoming lines. The “global” encompasses all processes
– economic, social and cultural – related to the current intensified trans-national flow of diverse agents that
constitute “globalization”: peoples and migration, cultures and ethnic groups, capital and corporations,
skills and techniques, information and knowledge, etc. (Massey, 2010; Lane, 2011; Oosterveer &
Sonnenfeld, 2012). Amongst all these possible aspects, this research aims to highlight the most significant
ones depicted by NIC so that the initial hypothesis of Ireland being a globalized nation can be proven right.
The “local” involves specific economic and socio-cultural processes with a special tie to “place”. For
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instance, local foods can serve as identity-making tools for their association with place-bound values like
terroir and community (Eriksen, 2013; Beriss, 2019). Likewise, localism can also be seen as a place-based
strategy to resist globalization and its associated negative outcomes such as food commodification, cultural
homogenization, unsustainability, deterritorialization or food injustice (Massey, 2010; Beriss, 2019).
Moreover, apart from focusing on the topics of globalization and localization, this research also looks back
into Irish history and seeks to understand whether, how and to what extent the Irish colonial past is
nowadays perceived by chefs and reflected in cuisine. After having noticed a slight “Gaelic” indigenous
tone in NIC, this research seeks to investigate it further. Numerous academics have written about how
local foods have been employed by (post)colonial1 societies to enact national legitimacy and identity as a
form of nationalism and decolonizing strategy (Wilk, 1999; Dietler, 2007; Beriss, 2019). Therefore, traits,
discourses and attitudes in NIC are also examined to gain insight into its connections with their past. The
symbolic and fluid nature of food, or cuisine in this specific case, allows it to incorporate, adapt and express
features of all these three domains. Thus, by studying NIC aesthetically, descriptively and discursively, this
research sets out to reveal key notions in each of the “conceptual spheres” that compose the triad but also
to discover intersectional ideas that might serve to decipher the internal dynamics between these concepts.
See below Figure 1 for visual explanation.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the conceptual spheres investigated in NIC. The interrogation marks illustrate this
research’s sought-after intersectional notions. Besides, each conceptual sphere is also constructed by various “subconcepts” this investigation aims to identify and highlight.

1

Although postcolonial has become a popular adjective widely used to describe the actual world situation, I use

brackets for the prefix post to emphasize on that it refers to the study of a world “legacy of colonialism” and not as
though colonialism was over nor present anymore (Dietler, 2007).
10

Chapter 3. Methodology
This chapter presents the research design. First, a diagram of the whole methodological process is
displayed. Second, it is followed by all sections that have been considered relevant throughout the
development of this thesis. Issues of research integrity, rigor and validity have also been tackled and
reflected on this chapter. Likewise, concerns about data management and privacy are further discussed.

3.1 Diagram of the methodological process
The diagram (Figure 2) presented below displays schematically the phases this study has gone through.
It has comprised three parts: the thesis proposal, in color

, devoted to approach the project, pose the

research questions and convince others of its academic relevance; following up, the period of fieldwork, in
color

, completed to compile the qualitative data needed to address the research questions; and lastly,

the writing process, in color

, when data were interpreted and key findings were written to conclude the

investigation.

I have intended to embrace a social-constructivist approach along the development of this project. I take
for granted the situated and partial nature of the knowledge created as an objective way to describe ‘reality’.
It opposes the positivist view of a universal and disembodied conception of objectivity (Creswell, 2009).
Additionally, aiming for rigor and validity, the research has been constructed hermeneutically and thus all
interpretations have been subjected to checking tests (denoted by an asterisk *) by three different actors:
my thesis supervisor, the participant community and external readers with expertise (Hay, 2000).

Figure 2. Research methodology flowchart.
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3.2 Qualitative research
The nature of this research is qualitative. Hereby I commit to explain why by giving an example about this
project’s second research question. As highlighted before, this question primarily strives to comprehend
the role of globalization and colonialism in the construction of a new culinary identity in Ireland. These two
concepts can be understood as meaning-carrying societal structures able to constrain individual actions
yet simultaneously enabling and legitimizing certain practices (Hay, 2000). To exert this, industrialized
farming practices are not supported by the majority of chefs in Galway. Rather, organic farming and
artisanal foods are strongly backed up in their flavor- and value-driven search for ingredients (Duram &
Cawley, 2012). Also, think of the emergence of many tourism-promoting food events in Ireland aspiring to
redefine its image in respect to food and create a more reputable food culture (Taste the Island, 2019).
These two cases exemplify how societal structures shape the behavior of individuals within a specific social
group. Additionally, this culinary movement has been constructed relationally; that is, by the interaction of
human experiences and practices. Henceforth, given the social character of the conceptual themes under
study, I have considered that qualitative methods are ideal to approach this research.

3.3 Research area
The investigation has been geographically limited to two concrete counties of the Republic of Ireland: Cork
and Galway. See map in Figure 3. Cork is the largest county of the country and is situated within the
province of Munster. It is considered the food capital of Ireland due to its numerous farmers markets,
restaurants and a growing cohort of organic growers, farmers and artisan producers. This has been
possible partly thanks to the support of national programs and EU-funded initiatives on territorial quality
such as LEADER (Wilson, 2013; Digby, 2018; Leader Initiative, 2020). Hence, this area has been selected
as one of the most relevant ones after scrutinizing the nature of the study and characteristics of the region.
Besides, University College Cork accepted to host me as a visiting student; another fact that contributed
in finally choosing Cork. Further, Galway has been picked as a key research site as well. It is a smaller
county located within the province of Connacht and has been essentially chosen for two reasons. First, the
gastronomic event Food on the edge 2019 happened in Galway and accounting for its relevance regarding
this project it was a must do (Food on the edge, 2019). Also, there were many restaurants in Galway
matching the initial sampling criteria used to find participants, so I decided to try my luck and see whether
interviews could be arranged.
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Figure 3. Research area. Find the two counties (research sites), Galway and Cork, faintly colored in white and yellow
respectively. The red icons indicate the specific location of the county cities (Cork City and Galway City).

3.4 Stakeholder mapping
To investigate this new culinary movement, an extensive exploratory work of secondary and online
materials has been carried out. I refer to it as media analysis along the text. This was the starting point that
enabled me to familiarize with the topic in question. There were only a few academic linkages in relation
to the research theme so the search for possible participants had to be initially done via non-scientific
sources. As a result of this scrutiny, I could map key stakeholders prior to the fieldwork period and thus
make an information-oriented selection of participants. Moreover, snowball sampling has also been
fundamental in finding informants.
3.4.1 Finding participants
In order to select the most suitable data generators for this research, the media analysis has mainly
focused on internet sources of all kind: blogs, documentaries, articles, videos, etc. It has been done prior
and during fieldwork. This method helps identify and classify the main stakeholders of one’s research by
analyzing their power and potential interest (Walker et al., 2008). By assessing the broad spectrum of
stakeholders that participate in the creation of this novel gastronomic trend, I decided to primarily focus on
the central producers of knowledge and practices: chefs. Interviews with these participants compose the
backbone of the data. Nevertheless, different actors have also been interviewed and other qualitative
methods were conducted to gain a deeper understanding of the research topic. Find listed below all
selected participants intervening in this study. A further explanation of why they have been chosen follows.
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3.4.1.1 Chefs
They represent and construct both the immaterial and tangible episteme of this movement and are thus
regarded as key information sources. They were picked and contacted via email if matched with the profile
sought or sampling criteria: modern Irish food, local sourcing, high-end establishment, and possessor of
certain reputation (awarded or famed in the area). Note that media analysis led to profiling potential
respondents. A total of sixty-five restaurants were contacted (See list of restaurants in Appendix 1). Eight
informants acceded to be interviewed. Details about their name, restaurant, gender, nationality, location
and accolades are specified in the subsection “Respondents”. The participants’ identity is disclosed only if
they agreed explicitly on the consent form provided and signed by both parties. They remain anonymous
otherwise. Furthermore, some chefs served as key informants who facilitated the connection with other
chefs, what resulted in more interviews (snowball sampling).
3.4.1.2 Producers
They were contacted during fieldwork, as the initial plan did not count on them. After interviewing some
chefs, I realized how important this group of participants was in relation to NIC. I was interested in getting
to know the nature of their practices, philosophy, visions about authenticity, Irishness and quality
associated with their products. Consequently, twenty-five producers were contacted via email, from which
none of them responded (See list of producers in Appendix 2). It was a highly heterogenous group
consisting of organic growers, farmers, cheesemakers, fishmongers, fish smokers, bread makers, artisan
food producers, seaweed pickers and mushroom and wild plant foragers. Nonetheless, they all met two
criteria. First, they were local, meaning that their enterprise operate within the county. Second, they were
suppliers of at least one the restaurants ran by the chefs previously interviewed. At first, semi-structured
interviews were thought to be conducted upon their acceptance. In light of the poor overall response after
the first approach, I decided to forward a questionnaire with ten questions using the chefs as messagedeliverers. This second strategy did not turn out to be successful either.
3.4.1.3 Key informants
They were all initially asked for an interview but only one semi-structured interview could eventually be
conducted. This was carried out with Hugo McCafferty, who has accepted to be recognized by his name
in this study. Moreover, two informal conversations were held with other two key informants. These latter
will remain anonymous and identified as Informant 2 and Informant 3. Getting in touch with them served
well to connect and familiarize with the local network of restaurants and food producers in Cork. Hugo and
Informant 2 were identified via the media analysis and contacted before fieldwork. Informant 3, however,
was met during the period of fieldwork. A brief description of each participant is given below.
-

Hugo McCafferty. Irish food journalist. Author of the article The New Irish Cuisine – A Cultural
Revival (McCafferty, 2019). Even though he lives in Italy, he accepted to participate in a computerbased interview about the topic in question. This communication has been accounted also as a part
of the interview-related data in this research. Two batches of questions were sent to him through
email and his responses were copied and saved for further analysis.
14

Informant 2. Irish food blogger. Informant 2 lives in Cork and regularly posts reviews of popular

-

restaurants primarily in Cork but also all around the country. A meeting was arranged on the 4 th of
November 2019. Informant 2 has been a reliable contact person with practical information about
restaurants and historical facts about the city.
Informant 3. Chef and Geography student at University College Cork. English living in West Cork

-

with formidable connoisseurship of the gastronomic industry in Cork. An informal conversation was
held on the 5th of November 2019. More chefs and producers were reached out thanks to the
information provided by Informant 3. Besides, Informant 3 showed willingness to revise this project
at any time.
3.4.1.4 Irish food historians
Regina Sexton. Irish food historian, writer, cook, and lecturer at University College Cork. Though,

-

in principle, a semi-structured interview was meant to be conducted, availability issues made it not
possible. Despite this, she invited me to be an attendee in her lectures about Irish food and culinary
history at UCC. I could attend a total of three lectures, which were in fact a positive source for
historical background and access to relevant related documents.
Máirtín Mac Con Iomaire. Irish chef, culinary historian and lecturer at Dublin Institute of Technology.

-

He is the only academic that has written about the research topic: a study entitled “Contextualizing
the Irish Food Renaissance”, which has been an important source of information and inspiration for
this study. Several attempts in arranging a semi-structured interview with him failed, but he is one
of the report checkers, essential for research rigor and integrity.
3.4.1.5 Ethnographic event
I decided to volunteer at Food on the edge 2019 (FOTE), a gastronomic event ran in the city of Galway. It
was a flawless opportunity to get to know the most important chefs and food-related personalities in Ireland
and to start networking and immersing myself quickly in the topic. FOTE is a get-together of chefs, thinkers
and professionals used as a platform to talk about the future of food and current concerns. It consists of a
two-day symposium of TED-style presentations and panel discussions complimented by masterclasses
and an artisan village; this latter meant to showcase the best of Irish food and drink while the conversation
about on-stage topics is kept more informally off-stage. Then, a two-day culinary excursion follows up with
the purpose of showing the Irish landscape, the Atlantic coast and food culture to all international faces.
FOTE has been a fundamental part of this study. It has been a valuable ground where to contact Irish
chefs, get to know local producers and discover more about this culinary movement. Apart from networking,
on-site notes were taken and online talks of the event have been carefully analyzed. These talks are listed
below:
1. Darina Allen, JP McMahon, Bo Bech and Mark Best on “Building a Better Food Culture” (Video
1 of Food on the edge, 2019).
2. Sasu Laukkonen and Adam Kavanagh: Talking about FOTE babies (Video 2 of Food on the
Edge, 2019).
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As highlighted above, the participant search in this study has been mainly conducted by the stakeholder
map (purposive sampling) developed during the thesis proposal along with a snowball sampling strategy
followed during fieldwork. Due to my external position regarding the research network, snowballing allowed
me to get to know gradually more relevant actors related to the topic and establish relationships with them.
Over time, my positionality as a researcher has changed towards more like an “insider”, just as Seale et
al. (2004) describes.
3.4.2 Respondents
A total of nine participants have been interviewed. Eight of them are chefs from whom I obtained the vast
majority of the raw data needed for this investigation. Five were face-to-face interviews while three were
audio-recorded phone calls. Seven are proprietors of restaurants located within County Cork and only one
has his restaurant in County Galway. See Figures 4 and 5 for geospatial visualization. Hugo McCafferty,
a key informant who kindly accepted to be interviewed via email is the only non-chef interviewee. The
interview length varies greatly, ranging from 21 minutes and 50 seconds the shortest to the longest of 1
hour and 4 minutes. A 100% non-response on the side of local producers has been accounted so no
information could be collected from them. Displayed below, Table X specifies the participant name,
occupation, business location, interview date, company name, relevant accolades 2, type of
communication, nationality and gender.

2

These accolades are specifically based on the Michelin Guide classification of awards. Within the category of stars,

three stands for “exceptional cuisine, worth a special journey”, two for “excellent cooking, worth a detour” and one for
“high quality cooking, worth a stop”. The “Bib Gourmand” recognizes establishments that serve good food at accessible
prices. The “Michelin Plate” is given to restaurants that “simply serve good food” (Michelin Guide, 2020).
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Table 1. Overview of respondents.

Name

Occupation

Workplace

Interview date

Company name

Awards

Communication

Nationality

Gender

Bryan McCarthy

Chef

Cork

07/11/2019

Greenes

1 Michelin

In-person semi-

Irish

Male

Plate

structured interview

1 Michelin

Phone-mediated semi-

Irish

Male

Star

structured interview

1 Michelin

In-person semi-

Scottish

Male

Star

structured interview

1 Michelin

In-person semi-

Irish

Male

Plate

structured interview

-

Phone-mediated semi-

Irish

Female

Irish

Male

Irish

Male

Irish

Male

Irish

Male

JP McMahon

Paul McDonald

Mark Jennings

Darina Allen

Chef

Chef

Chef

Chef

Galway

Cork

Cork

Cork

19/11/2019

20/11/2019

20/11/2019

02/12/2019

Aniar

Bastion

Pilgrims

Ballymaloe House

structured interview

Denis Cotter

Chef

Cork

04/12/2019

Café Paradiso

-

In-person semistructured interview

Richard Milnes

Hugo McCafferty

Chef

Journalist

Cork

Italy

09/12/2019

11/01/2020

Dillon’s

Fine dining lovers

1 Bib

Phone-mediated semi-

Gourmand

structured interview

-

Computed-based semistructured interview

Kevin Aherne

Chef

Cork

17/01/2020

Sage

1 Michelin

In-person semi-

Plate

structured interview

Figure 4. County Cork. The location (red icon) and name of the restaurants that acceded to be interviewed are
indicated.

Figure 5. County Galway. Aniar is indicated with a red icon whereas a white icon signals the location where Food
on the edge 2019 took place.

3.4.3 Sampling and generalizability
Framing the investigation and selecting the main stakeholders helped to envision the “population” under
study, although only a sample of it has taken part in the qualitative research at issue. Purposive
sampling has been used for the selection of participants so potential informants were only contacted if
considered valuable with respect to the research objectives. A heterogeneous group of informants,
primarily in terms of occupation, was initially sought with a special focus on the main actors involved in
NIC: chefs. Besides, in order to work with a sample demographically representative of all social groups
involved in the research topic bloggers, journalists, historians, producers, even governmental
institutions have also been contacted. Moreover, this purposive sampling procedure has been guided
by the snowball sampling strategy employed amidst the period of fieldwork. For example, despite the
fact that food producers were not included in the initial set of stakeholders, I decided to include them
after interviewing some chefs and realizing about their importance. As Seale et al. (2004) reports,
“representative samples are not predicted in advance but found, constructed and discovered gradually
in the field”. That is the strategy this study has followed. Remarkable enough, however, is the
phenomenon of non-response experienced in respect to the two foremost participant targets: chefs and
producers. In view of the responses from the chefs, there is an 87.7% non-response in relation to the
initial sample. In the case of the producers, all attempts made to contact them were in vain. A 100%
non-response is accounted. And despite the fact that non-response can include all forms of nonparticipation, I speculate that the time-demanding character of the occupations of chefs and food
producers might have been a decisive factor on this low response rate.

3.5 Research methods
Once defined the stakeholders and the resulting participants, the research methods employed in this
study are thoroughly explained in this section. Four main methods have been utilized:
First, media analysis has been crucial in the onset of the research but also during its development. It
consists of analyzing media content in any of its forms: articles, documentaries, newspapers, videos,
etc. (Hay, 2000). It was imperative for the stakeholder mapping procedure, allowing me to sample
purposively before fieldwork. Moreover, this method has helped define the theoretical frames of this
research. In fact, it has been crucial in identifying the key themes associated with this movement. Apart
from that, I could partly assess the suitability of other research methods basing on the information
obtained via media analysis. This method has also been utilized to customize the interview guide prior
to conducting the interviews because it provided useful data about the interviewee, type of cuisine and
restaurant’s spirit. Additionally, the descriptive information of the restaurant websites has been coded
with the intention to create the restaurant profile described in section 4.2.1. Two talks published online
by FOTE have also been subjected to analysis (See Section 4.1.2).
Second, semi-structured interviews are the major source of qualitative information of this investigation.
Eight chefs with modern Irish restaurants have been interviewed. Besides, other personalities with
relation to the topic were also targeted (producers, food historians, journalists, etc.). All participants
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were informed beforehand via a letter of introduction meant to present the research details and clarify
possible doubts. The semi-structured type of interviewing was selected due to its ordered nature, which
can facilitate the performance of an unexperienced researcher, but also its flexibility, which encourages
the interviewer to take on a more interventionist position and favors rapport. An interview guide has
been used to address all themes. Interviews began with a short introduction about the research. Then,
general questions about the person and place were asked. Later, themes related to the history of Irish
gastronomy, Irishness and cooking influences were addressed. Next, sets of questions about
globalization and colonialism were asked. Finally, the interview was always concluded with an open
question about the future of Irish food. For further details about the questions see Appendix 3. The
questionnaire follows a pyramid structure that commenced with easy-to-answer questions and evolved
towards more abstract and reflective matters (Hay, 2000). While face-to-face interviewing was
preferred, phone-mediated interviews were also performed depending on participant’s preference. The
conversations were all audio-recorded if consented by the interviewee. Likewise, computer-mediated
communication (CMC) has been considered a suitable means to interview valuable participants. The
information gathered from transcribing all interview tapes plus the CMC has been the main source of
data and has been coded accordingly to the project questions.
Third, participant observation has been the qualitative method used to collect information of the
experience at Food on the edge 2019. Three days of observational practice were accomplished while I
volunteered at the event. I had a “marginal” status in relation to this symposium, meaning that I was in
a mid-point between the “insider” (chefs and speakers) and “outsider” (worker with no interest in the
event) statuses. Evans (1988) consider this position as ideal to conduct participant observation.
Nevertheless, the access to adequate field relations was unpredictable due to my condition of volunteer.
As a result, I could not attend all talks I was interested in. That is why, apart from evaluating my field
notes, I have also analyzed two recorded talks published by the organization in online platforms. This
ethnographic event has been extremely useful for two reasons. First, its global repercussion and
intimate relation with NIC made it highly valuable for the research. Second, it has been an excellent
ground for networking and socializing with Irish personalities related to the sector. As a result of that, I
could arrange an interview with JP McMahon, NIC chef and FOTE director. Finally, besides the
observational part, a research diary product of daily and random reflections was kept and has been
considered for the analysis.
Lastly, an extensive literature review has also been an important research tool employed in this study.
It has had two key functions. First, it has been the academic source of information for the development
of the research theoretical framework presented in Chapter 2. Second, scientific works have also helped
support conceptually the results presented in Chapter 4. Thematically, these are generally closely
related to the main research theories. And although a literature review is not considered a qualitative
research method per se, I include it in this section as a “research tool” due to the significant role it has
played in constructing a more solid conceptual base for the results displayed.
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A research matrix (Table 2) is displayed in the following page. It is meant to provide a structured
overview of the methods that have operated in addressing the research questions (RQs) under
investigation. First, each RQ is broken down into various objectives. These objectives cover the relevant
themes associated with the main RQs. They thus comply with the theories that frame the study.
Subsequently, the research methods employed to fulfil each objective are displayed. Later, the category
“Outputs” indicates the sections that originated from the data analysis that match the sections presented
in Chapter 4 (Results). Finally, the type of data analysis, either deductively, inductively or both, is
specified as well.
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Table 2. Research matrix.

Research questions

Objectives

Research methods

Outputs (Sections)

To write the thesis proposal

Media analysis

Thesis proposal (introduction, theories and methodology)

Data analysis
-

Stakeholder mapping

-

FOTE19 network

-

Literature review
To map the possible stakeholders involved in NIC

Media analysis
Snowball sampling (interviews)

To set out fieldwork and participant search

Participant observation
Media analysis

To answer the question: What is the history of Irish food and

Semi-structured interviews

what relation does it have with NIC?

Literature review

To answer the question: What factors have led to its recent

Semi-structured interviews

fame?

Participant observation

History

Context

Media analysis
RQ1: What is new Irish
cuisine and what factors
have been essential in its
surge?

Literature review
To answer the question: Where does the “identity longing”

Semi-structured interviews

expressed by NIC chefs come from?

Participant observation

Identity

Deductive and
inductive coding

Literature review
To answer the question: Where would NIC be located within

Semi-structured interviews

the Irish foodscape?

Participant observation

Food culture and democracy

Media analysis
Literature review
To answer the question: What common traits does NIC

Semi-structured interviews

present and how does it look aesthetically?

Media analysis

Restaurant profile

Deductive coding and

Aesthetics

visual analysis

Literature review
To describe and reflect on the global in NIC

Semi-structured interviews
Participant observation

The global
Global clients

Media analysis
Global influences

Literature review
RQ2: How influential
have globalization and
colonialism been in the
surge of NIC?

To describe and reflect on the local in NIC

Semi-structured interviews
Participant observation

The local
Community, close relationships, quality and seasonality

Deductive and

Global concerns and ingredients

inductive coding

Media analysis
Literature review

Terroir, localism and Irishness
To describe the (post)colonial nature of NIC

Semi-structured interviews
Participant observation
Media analysis

The (post)colonial
Banal nationalism and decolonization

Deductive and
inductive coding

Literature review
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3.6 Data analysis
The information collected from all semi-structured interviews, CMCs, media content, and participant
observation writings has been coded combining inductive and deductive methodologies. The inductive
approach is bottom-up and thus codes derive from the data (in vivo codes). On the contrary, the
deductive approach is top-down, and codes are pre-established in relation to the literature research and
conceptual framework. This way of analyzing the data is considered to be the most complete to optimally
investigate the responses (Hay, 2000). Real examples used in this research are explained in detail in
Appendix 5.
The coding trees that resulted from the analysis are displayed in the Appendix 5. These are the product
of the combined deductive and inductive data analysis. A Computer-Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis
Software (CAQDAS) has been used for this analytical step. The CAQDAS used in this study is called
NVivo 12 Plus (QSR International), a well-known computer program widely used by social scientists. It
is a useful tool where data structuration, organization and word-searching is greatly simplified. Right
below an operationalization diagram that shows how the research questions have been operationalized
is displayed. The main concepts associated with the research questions and the theories have been
translated into “variables”. These latter are indicators of how the “concept” has been operated. Further,
in order to comprehend how the “variables” are discursively constructed and to assess their
significance, the operational definitions shown have been the main questions formulated to tackle each
variable.
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Table 3. Operationalization diagram.

Research questions

(Sub)chapters

Concepts (Sections)

History

Subchapter 4.1. History, context,
identity and culture

What is new Irish cuisine and
what

factors

have

Context

Identity

been

essential in its surge?
Culture and democracy

Restaurant profile
Subchapter 4.2. Cuisine, traits,
aesthetics and nature

Aesthetics***

Variables (Codes)

Operational definitions

History*

What is the history of Irish food?

Rediscovery

Where does the desire of rediscovering Irish foods come from in Irish chefs?

British colonialism

How were the Irish foodways during colonial times? What has colonialism done to Irish food?

Famine

What consequences did the Great Famine have for the native Irish culture?

Restaurants**

What’s the difference in the number of Irish restaurants in the last 20 years?

Economy

In what sense has the economy facilitated the surge of NIC?

Origins

What happened since Myrtle Allen?

Confidence

How was the confidence of Irish people and chefs restored? What factors have contributed to this?

Education

How has the culinary education in Ireland changed in the last twenty years?

Governance

How crucial has a governmental support been? Who has been involved?

Identity

What are the historical roots of the perception Irish chefs have in regard to Irish food?

Longing

Why do chefs think that Irish food culture is frail? How can this longing be explained?

Distinction

Why is developing a distinctive food identity important for chefs?

Culture

What do Irish chefs think of Irish food culture? How do they see NIC?

Democracy

Do they acknowledge their food is not accessible to everyone? How do they fight against distinction?

Local

Do the ingredients come from local sources? Why? Is “local” explicitly discoursed?

Irish

How do they define the food they make?

Seasonal

Are their menus continuously being changed and adapted to the offerings in season?

Modern

What is modern about the food? How is the modernity explicitly discoursed?

Foraged

Does Irish provenance imply high-quality, pride or worthiness?

Traditional

What kinds of traditional foods are used? Why traditional foods? What do they have?

Composition

What do NIC dishes look like? Evoking attributes of simplicity, naturalness, freshness and order?

Ingredients

What ingredients are used? Any symbolism?
Is NIC a product of globalization? Is it because Ireland is a globalized nation?

Introduction

What aspects of globalization have been key in NIC? Have all they been positive?

Global

Why does NIC present many culinary influences?
Global influences

Why French? Why Spanish? Why Nordic?
Who are the typical NIC clients? What does NIC have that attracts them?

Subchapter 4.3. Global, local
and (post)colonial

Global clients

How relevant has the international public been in NIC?

Authenticity

How authentic is NIC? What authentic elements does it have?

Introduction

What is local in NIC? What is the meaning of the “local” for Irish chefs?

Local community

Why are local foods associated with community-making?

Close relationships

What benefits do close relations bring to NIC chefs?

Quality

What is quality for Irish chefs? How is it expressed?
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What attributes in food construct “quality”?
How influential have
globalization and colonialism
been in the surge of NIC?

Local

Seasonality

What does seasonality offer to Irish chefs?

Global concerns

Are NIC chefs “local” as a reaction against the “global”?
What do Irish chefs complain for?

Global ingredients

Is it possible for NIC chefs to be fully local? Why?

Terroir

What is Irish terroir? Who “uses” it in cuisine? Why has it been used for?
What strategies have been employed? Disadvantages? Criticism?

Localism

What are the advantages and disadvantages of localism in NIC?

Irishness

What is Irish food for chefs? How could Irishness be defined?

Banal nationalism

Why are NIC local cuisines designated nationally? Is NIC nationalistic?
Where and how is the pride in Irish food expressed?

(Post)colonial

Does this nationalism make sense considering the colonial past of Ireland?
Decolonization

Is there any anti-Briticism?
Has the Nordic model helped NIC to differentiate Ireland from England?

*

The section “History” is primarily based on academic literature and thus the research data (interviews and participant observation) are considered secondary in this part.

**

This information has not been obtained from the main data sources but from the Michelin Guide website.

*** For the section “Aesthetics” Data has not been coded. Images from the restaurants websites have been taken and analyzed in terms of ingredients used and a subjective
evaluation of the aesthetics (order, simplicity, naturalness and freshness
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3.7 Research ethics
I have read and followed the Code of Conduct for Research Integrity established by VSNU (Association
of Universities in the Netherlands), which Wageningen University and Research is a member of.
Hereby, I declare that my research practices have always had in focus the principles established as
basis of integrity in research: honesty, scrupulousness, transparency, independence, and responsibility
(VSNU, 2018). The Wageningen University & Research Integrity Code has also been object of utter
consideration in this project. As a WUR student who has carried out research abroad, the principles
and information included in this Integrity Code have been respected and considered an intrinsic part of
the research process (Wageningen University & Research Integrity Code, 2014).
This research has been designed “ethically” in terms of transparency and trustworthiness. As I
mentioned above briefly, this investigation follows a hermeneutic circle in which three different sets of
participants cooperate to ensure the transparency of my analysis, results and conclusions. First, my
thesis supervisor has kept a close eye on the development of this work throughout all steps taken.
Second, “external readers”, either with expertise on the topic or not, have examined the project and
given constructive feedback used to improve performance. Third and finally, the participant community
has also been involved in the making of this project. In addition, a consent form and a data management
plan close up the ethical considerations regarded in this research. All these measures conform this
research’s ethical consent, where issues around personal data management, data protection and
research validity and quality are tackled.
3.7.1 Consent form
A participant information sheet was written during the thesis proposal. It has been used as an agreement
between the researcher and the interviewee. I have considered this form necessary to convey the
research topic, my purpose and the informant rights in an effective manner. All interviewees have read
and signed it after concluding the semi-structured interview. In the case of the face-to-face interviews,
the so-called participant information sheet was given to the respondent for its reading and subsequently
signing upon agreement. For the talks held over the phone, the consent form was sent to the participant
via email so that they could sign it and send it back. The complete form can be seen in the Appendix 4.
3.7.2 Data management plan
Anonyms are used in the report except if the participant explicitly wished to be identified by his or her
name. Participants have been asked in the consent form and via email about their preferences
regarding anonymity issues. Moreover, to guarantee confidentiality, data gathered throughout this
investigation have been classified as “internal” in respect to the data confidentiality policy of WUR
(WUR, 2020). In the short-term, they have been stored away safely in my personal WUR OneDrive
folder, password-protected and encrypted. Once my WUR account terminates, data will be kept in a
project folder in the RSO data repository. They have only been acceded by the project investigators
(researcher and supervisor) and external parties if considered necessary. These include raw data
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(audio files (.mp3) and field notes (.docx)), processed data (interview transcripts (.docx)) and analyzed
data (NVivo files with coded text (.nvp)). All this information about anonymity, data storage and privacy
comprises this study’s data management plan.

Chapter 4. Results
Here I present my data and reflect on all information collected from the methods: participant
observation, websites, scientific literature and interviews, being these latter this research’s main source
of data. The analysis is structured thematically and covers the key topics that are considered most
relevant to unravel the research questions. Firstly, I try to conceptualize what NIC is and what factors
have been pivotal for its rise (Subchapters 4.1 and 4.2). Secondly, I deep dive into understanding the
processes of globalization and colonialism through this new culinary identity in Ireland to see how
influential these have been in its construction (Subchapter 4.3).

4.1 History, context, identity and culture.

4.1.1 History
Despite of the complexity of Irish history and its foodways, this study makes a humble effort to provide
the reader with a concise and sweeping view of all different peoples that have lived in Ireland and how
Irish foodways have shaped up over time. It is based on a work written by Regina Sexton entitled
“Ireland: Simplicity and integration, continuity and change”, chapter of the book Culinary cultures of
Europe: Identity, diversity and dialogue (Sexton, 2005). This introduction is thought to be helpful to
analyze the contemporary culinary movement under study from a historical perspective. Besides,
throughout this journey I introduce some of the key themes that will be treated along this dissertation.
Irish diet – as in most cultures – has been historically molded by two main phenomena: socio-cultural
encounters and economic development. In the first place, the prehistoric era saw Irish hunter-gatherers
during the 7000 BC hunting wild pigs and birds though their diet was primarily based on wild plants.
Amid the Neolithic period, the agricultural revolution made domesticated plants, crops like emmer wheat
and barley, and animals, such as cattle and sheep, staples for the Irish. Cooking sites like fulachtaí
fiadh and cauldrons were often used by these prehistoric inhabitants (Sexton, 2005). Modern Irish chefs
today investigate what Irish food (might) have looked like through history with the purpose of
rediscovering old Irish practices, foods, techniques and traditions that have been lost or forgotten over
time. The prehistoric age is thus also explored by them. In section 4.3.2., I provide insight into the
reasons that could have led to this “food” revival.
Moving on through history, during the first centuries AC, the advent of the Romans brought
diversification, more cereals and domesticated animals were eaten, and Irish dietary practices started
to be documented by Christian monks. Dairy products and wilds like watercress and wild garlic were
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staples for the inhabitants of the island. Milk-based products and wild plants are today symbolic Irish
ingredients for contemporary chefs. After that, Norse people introduced the market economy and fish
started to be essential in coastal regions. The Anglo-Normans in the 12th century brought important
agricultural innovations. By then, the rural or Gaelic diet differed vastly from the dietary practices in the
urban spaces. The wealthy echelons of society ate imported goods and spicy foods, while the majority
of the population based their sustenance on dairy, cereals, salted meats and cured fish. Forthcoming,
during the 16th century the English Houses Tudor and Stuart established in Ireland. Amid this epoch,
English and Anglo-Irish families cooked following the English fashion and the Irish Gaelic peoples, seen
as uncivilized, began to be fiercely oppressed – and so was their foodways (Sexton, 2005). The period
of the Big Houses in Ireland commenced, to a great extent, with the ascendancy of the Anglo-Irish
aristocracy as the ruling class. Darina Allen remarks the importance that these houses have had in
contemporary Irish food culture:
“people of the great houses travelled quite a lot to visit Europe; so they would have come back
with recipes from France, and Italy, and Spain, and all of that, and they would have given
them to their cook, so it’s very interesting a lot of the handbooks and cookbooks that are still
in families” (Darina Allen, 02/12/2019).
They brought cultures and collated extensive collections of recipes that still perdure and are part of
present-day Irish food culture. Opposingly, Kevin Aherne dislikes when present Irish food is uniquely
associated with these country houses, as though “Irishness” in food were only represented by the food
of the last two or three hundred years. He says:
“we were here a lot longer, you know, we can go back in times when we were talking about,
we were slow cooking in fulachtaí fiadh, yeah, at the start of the centuries…people using
flavors of hay, infused creams and sauces” (Kevin Aherne, 17/01/2019).
Kevin as well as other Irish chefs – such as most of the interviewees in this study – nowadays revoke
the “mistaken” conception that matches Irish food with the food consumed in the last two or three
centuries. As a reaction towards that, contemporary Irish chefs are trying to redefine what “Irishness”
around food is. For instance, by looking further at the past to bring back ingredients, recipes and
techniques that were typical of the Irish population before and while the subjugation by the British
empire. Section 4.3.2 provides a comprehensive view on the chefs’ perceptions around “Irishness” in
food and further on in this chapter I intend to shed light on the rationale behind this “recent attitude”.
Succeeding, the 17th and 18th centuries witnessed an important economic growth and the prosperous
inclusion of the American potato, which became a staple in Irish diet, for both the rich and the poor.
However, over time, the Gaelic poor forcibly had to rely uniquely on spuds and the advent of the potato
blight by mid-nineteenth century caused consecutive crop failures that resulted in a deadly famine
known as the Irish Great Famine or Great Hunger, from 1845 to 1849. A period of mass starvation,
misery, death and migration, largely felt in South and West Ireland, where the Irish “native” culture was
more deeply rooted. This sadly wiped out to a great extent what Irish culture was: language, food,
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music, folklore (Sexton, 2005). Some of our chefs said that famine eradicated the Irish native cuisine
and the only food culture that was able to persist strongly was the British – and the French in the fine
dining scene. This “food cultural loss” appears to be tightly connected with the chefs’ present sense of
identity toward Irish food culture. It is further discussed along the forthcoming paragraphs.
After the cruel years of famine, the potato was still a staple and started to be again symbolically
meaningful to Irish. The second half of the 19th century was defined by a fierce and rapid industrialization
and commercialization. British colonialism dragged Ireland into the global market. This is because
colonies were resourceful lands exploited to feed the empire and their economy was thus built with an
utter dependence on exports. Consequently, during the second half of the 19th century as well as the
first half of the 20th century, urban diets commenced to be geared towards shop-bought foods and
industrial products leaving homemade and artisan products aside. In the rural scene, contrarily, local,
seasonal and home cooking still prevailed strong. Irish women were in charge of the production of Irish
meals at the household level (Sexton, 2005). The 21st -century Irish foodscape also depicts these
previous patterns; a signal of how globalized Ireland is as a country. Participants in this research have
shown themselves reluctant towards today’s industrialized and processed foods as “products” of the
global food system. Instead, they firmly support local food networks of small landholders and producers
of Irish quality foods. Chapter 4.3.2 provides insight into the motives behind their inclination to
purchasing, cooking and showcasing Irish local produce.
Ireland was declared a Free State in 1922. Almost five centuries under the British Rule, a hurtful period
of famine and an impassive Catholicism seems to have greatly influenced the way Irish people have
historically look at Irish food (Mulcahy, 2016). The informants of this research have all somehow
manifested that these historical circumstances relate to the past fragile link between Irish identity and
food, the Irish outwardness, and the paucity of confidence where “the other” was always upheld as
unquestionably better. Darina Allen expresses this perception as a “inferiority complex” saying that
“most people in Ireland in the 60s and into the 70s had a huge inferiority complex about, you know, we
always thought that in the UK, or in the continent (Europe) or in America had to be much better, more
chic, than what we had here” (Darina Allen, 02/12/2019). Likewise, JP McMahon shares a similar
argument:
“what you had in Ireland was a difficult attitude towards food because you have the legacy of
a famine and starvation and food being used as a vehicle for hunger…on the other side, you
have – colonial times, I said – exactly, and then you have a very strict Catholicism which
looked on food as a, just as a vehicle for hunger and not really as a vehicle for pleasure” (JP
McMahon, 19/11/2019).
In this investigation, I claim that this constructed opinion shared by Irish chefs but also by governmental
institutions and other stakeholders has been key for Irish cuisine to develop the way it has.
The second half of the 20th century was a period of economic growth, increased travels and
technological innovations. All these circumstances led to major dietary changes in Irish society. Different
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foreign ethnicities set their culinary businesses in Ireland. For instance, Chinese and Indian restaurants
became fairly popular and within the fine dining sphere French cooking was still fairly dominant,
especially in Dublin. However, during the 70s, a food movement claiming a way back to quality Irish
foods emerged. Veronica Steele, the Fergusson family and Myrtle Allen were iconic actors part of it. In
fact, Myrtle Allen was a key personality in this trend. In a time when French cuisine unquestionably
dominated the high-end restaurant scene in Ireland, she opened “The Yeats Room” in Ballymaloe
House, a place where Irish food, Irish traditions and Irish producers were championed and supported
(Sexton, 2005). All chefs interviewed agree that she was a pioneer and an inspiring figure for them but
also for Irish society. Most of them claim she sowed the seeds that helped restore the confidence of
Irish people – and especially chefs – to proudly serve Irish food and stand up for the high-quality
ingredients of the island.
Today, especially in the fine dining arena, Irish cuisine may be on a turning point. One of the main goals
of this study is understanding why and how it has reached this point. For that reason, I investigate how
the past and the present have impacted on the rise of NIC and its recent international reputation. I argue
that British colonialism and the Great Famine have been influential historical events that have shaped
up the nature of it. That is why Irish chefs look further past at history and seem to strive to define a more
“native Gaelic” sort of cuisine. Moreover, I claim that the ongoing intensified globalization in which
Ireland is embedded has also been crucial in the construction of this culinary identity. This explains the
chefs’ support to local foods but also the multicultural blend the movement itself depicts. Throughout
the next section, I will contextualize this “renaissance” from various perspectives.

4.1.2 Context
In investigating the context of the existing contemporary Irish culinary scene, I have fundamentally
drawn on the qualitative data obtained through the semi-structured interviews with chefs, participant
observation and some related academic papers. A comprehensive analysis of what factors, of any sort,
have been influential in the rapid success of this novel gastronomic movement has been carried out.
During the last two decades, the Irish restaurant panorama has clearly shown a remarkable growth. In
the fine dining arena, the tendency has shifted from the black-tied classical French setting to a more
informal, simple, and Irish way of cooking that focuses on local, seasonal and sustainable produce. By
comparing the Michelin-starred restaurants listed on the Michelin Guide in 2020 to what was formerly
found in year 2000, one can quickly get the essence of this change. Only four restaurants were awarded
at least one Michelin-star by 2000, whereas there are eighteen at this moment (Michelin Guide, 2020).
Besides the growth in number, what is crucial on this change is the nature of the restaurants. There has
been a boom in the numbers of high-end restaurants serving Irish food, while during the 90s and early
2000s they were only a very few – the majority of them would have been French (Mac Con Iomaire,
2011; Michelin Guide, 2020). Such awards are solely an indicator that excludes many other restaurants
that also symbolize these modern Irish cuisine ideals. However, it serves as a clear example of this
culinary transformation. Herewith, I investigate what phenomena are behind this sudden rise.
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To begin with, the economy seems to have played a key role. Ireland joined the European Community
in 1973, a decision that has importantly benefitted the Irish economy, which was in continuous growth
since 1986 until 2007. Within this years of prosperity, it is especially important the period known as the
Celtic Tiger, which goes from the mid-1990s to the mid-2000s. It boosted Ireland’s economy with a GPD
increasing yearly by an average of 7-8%. Experts agree that it was mainly due to the benefits of an
economy rooted in the global market. On the one hand, it led to the advent of high-tech giants thanks
to low taxation rates and moderate governmental intervention in businesses. On the other hand,
Ireland’s adhesion to the EU propelled Irish export market expansion. These circumstances brought
prosperous years for Irish people and dining out became commonplace for the majority. And this
boomed the hospitality sector in Ireland. Darina Allen is crystal clear about this: “needless to say that,
when the economy is strong...people eat out much more, people entertain much more” (Darina Allen,
02/12/2019). Likewise, Mac Con Iomaire (2018) describes the Celtic Tiger years as a conducive period
in the “rebirth of Irish gastronomy”. It all changed with the economic turndown caused by the global
financial crash of 2008, largely felt in Ireland. Nevertheless, hereby I suggest that it may have had a
positive impact on the development of this new food identity. First, because Irish tourism prospered in
the coastal regions as a result of the unaffordability of a holidays outside Ireland. Thusly, most of the
restaurants could economically survive. Paul McDonald corroborates it by stating that “Irish people did
not go on holiday to south of Spain or south of France or Australia, they stayed in Ireland, so the money
stayed in Ireland, so people living in Dublin came here to West Cork” (Paul McDonald, 20/11/2019).
Besides, the economic crisis might have also helped chefs to be more creative and reinvent their cuisine
with cheaper ingredients and cuts of meat (Mac Con Iomaire, 2018). Second, recession drove Irish
people to purchase Irish foods and support Irish producers. This aided to generate a new and wider
appreciation concerning the quality of Irish food (Mulcahy, 2016). Coupling this with the growing interest
in food shown by Irish society, the support of state initiatives and the crescent numbers of small food
producers, artisan food producers, farmers’ markets and cooking schools, restaurants serving Irish food
have flourished steadily ever since (ibid.).
Apart from economic reasons, there is a socio-political logic backing this gastronomic fashion. I trace it
back to the issues of identity and confidence that haven been previously explained: this “difficult attitude”
towards Irish food or “sense of inferiority” that some might have expressed. Nowadays, this confidence
appears to be markedly renewed and reinforced in Irish cuisine. All chefs agree that in 1964 the seeds
of revolution and change were sowed. Myrtle Allen, Darina Allen’s mother-in-law, opened Ballymaloe
House and started to transform the perception Irish people had towards Irish food. She always proudly
championed the quality of Irish ingredients and believed in a cooking ethos based on simplicity,
localism, sustainable and ethical foods. In fact, Myrtle is considered the mother of modern Irish cooking
and the Irish “Alice Waters3” (Sage, 2003; Ballymaloe House, 2014). From then on, the confidence and
pride in showcasing the quality and particularities of Irish foods set out to reestablish gradually. A first
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Alice Waters is an American chef owner of Chez Panisse, pioneer of Californian cuisine and an internationally

recognized ambassador of sustainable and local gastronomy (McNamee, 2007).
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generation of Irish chefs prospered in the 90s, with people like Kevin Thornton, Ernie Evans, Denis
Cotter or Derry Clarke, amongst others, who began to locate Ireland on the culinary map. A greater
repercussion has been achieved in the new millennium with a growing number of young, confident and
motivated Irish chefs eager to change the restaurant scene in Ireland and to redefine the Irish food
culture and identity. Chefs like Ross Lewis, Oliver Dunne, Enda McEvoy and JP McMahon, though
there are many more. These personalities are part of the second generation of chefs who are acting as
incubators where new Irish cookery flourishes and expands. Besides, this restored confidence and
knowledge have been brought back also partly thanks to an improved education system. Mac Con
Iomaire (2018) highlights the importance of the burgeoning number and quality of post-secondary
programs and degrees since the mid-90s in providing future chefs and food professionals an education
of excellence in the field of the culinary arts. Such programs have also encouraged students to gain
experience abroad in world-renowned restaurants during their studies. Irish trained chefs commonly
travel the world working in different kitchens as well. This contact with the international scene has been
pivotal for Irish chefs to spread the word of their quality as gastronomes, what has led to a remarkable
increase in the presence of Irish cooks in international kitchens (ibid.). The chefs interviewed in this
study are a clear reflection of this; except for Bryan McCarthy, they all have worked and gained
experience overseas in countries like United States, Australia, England or Denmark. Globalization,
besides having intensified the speed and frequency of travels and the multiethnicity of Irish society, has
also boosted international labor migration. Even though Irish people have historically migrated out of
necessity, labor-driven trans-national movements of Irish people are now more commonplace than ever.
These experiences positively symbolize notions of “cosmopolitanism” and “open-mindedness” that are
highly-valued upon their return. These global flows of people and cultures appear to have been essential
in the construction of NIC. In section 4.3.1, I reflect thoroughly about it.
On the side of governmental policies and institutional advocacy, there has been an important support
for Irish cuisine and Irish quality food producers, what has boosted their visibility and reputation. Paul
McDonald says that the “culinary” quality was already there, but “the PR side of it is just waking up…the
world is waking up, there is a good PR and good push behind it” (Paul McDonald, 20/11/2019). Both
the National Agency of Tourism Fáilte Ireland and the National Board of Food Bord Bia have worked
on implementing pro-Irish food quality programs in the last few decades. A multichannel strategy
comprising events of all kinds has been fortuitous for international tourists, Irish citizens and the nation’s
economy. Fáilte Ireland’s last strategy update presents the successful balance of the previous plan
(2014-2016) that sought “to shift the perception that Ireland is a producer of great ingredients to that of
a nation with an authentic cuisine” and communicates the aim of the next one: “we now need to
accelerate our efforts to increase the probability of happening on a great Irish food experience by
increasing the numbers of businesses engaged with creating an ‘Irish food movement’ ” (Fáilte Ireland,
2020). As a result of such ambitious programs – amongst other reasons – Cork and Galway have both
become culinary “hot spots” in Ireland due to their quality foods, mature networks of local producers
and local cuisine. Moreover, food events around the island have boomed in the last two decades.
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Concerning my experience, I encountered two significant food local food networks in both areas
researched. In Cork, Sage (2003) describes it as an “alternative good food network”, especially jammed
in West Cork but existent all over the region. Interestingly, as reported by Broadway (2017), a great
number of producers embedded in this network are non-Irish nationals. Such producers are
acknowledged to have revitalized the region with their quality artisan foods. Indeed, some cheeses from
the area nowadays widely recognized as Irish quality products did not exist until the advent of German,
Dutch and English migrants by the end of the twentieth century (ibid.). Perhaps escaping from
urbanization and industrialization of society, these people took over farmlands left by the outmigration
of Irish nationals to the cities during Tiger years. This local food network has gained considerable
popularity in the last couple of decades, partly thanks to the existence of EU-funded initiatives like
LEADER West Cork to promote rural development in the region. For instance, the fuchsia flower “A
Taste from West Cork”, a regional brand for high-quality products and specialties from West Cork was
developed under this initiative (Leader Programme). Mulcahy (2012) declares the positive economic
effect of this strategy and sees gastronomic tourism as an underestimated sustainable economic driver
for Ireland. Arguably, this has created a strong rural food network mainly composed by three groups of
actors: organic farmers and growers, artisan food producers and farmers markets (Sage, 2003). I say
arguably because Mark Jennings affirms that:
“growing up…it was always strange that there is this symbolism of good food in West Cork,
but they were still never selling West Cork food to West Cork people, and there was the
importing of like, low-quality non-organic Dutch food…and there was any actual dining…until
the last five years” (Mark Jennings, 20/11/2019).
Maybe, the quality strategy has been successful as an enhancer for exports and regional economic
development but might have been less effective in influencing the dietary habits of the peoples from the
region and favoring their engagement with the small-landholders and their foods. Anyways, what makes
these foodstuffs differentiated from their mainstream counterparts is their link to the locality of origin.
This distinction helps revalorize regional food products and provides a suitable ground for the
development of cuisines de terroir, such as NIC (Sage, 2003). All chefs interviewed in county Cork
support this local network and champion their products by elevating them to high-profile gastronomy. In
respect to Galway, there is less academic literature available about its local foods, but the research of
Duram & Cawley (2012) thoroughly depicts the mighty value of the local food chain, which is again
comprised by small-scale growers and farmers, artisan food producers and chefs. Interestingly, their
study highlights the role of local chefs in promoting the consumption of local foods and strengthening
local food value chains, maybe due to their mediatized figure and culinary capital (Duram & Cawley,
2012; Goodman et al., 2017). Additionally, during FOTE, I had the opportunity to be in contact with
many of these local actors, tasted their specialties and gathered extensive information about their
products. This strong local “good-food”-producing community made Galway awardee of the European
Region of Gastronomy 2018 in Ireland and the British Isles. The initiative Discover Galway (Discover
Galway, 2019), launched by Galway County Council and supported by Fáilte Ireland and other
sponsors, also shows the commitment of local and national authorities along with the local producers
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and chefs to promote the quality offerings of the region. These two regions thanks to their strong placebased food communities have become attractive hubs for gastronomic tourism. A tight network of local
food producers, food events, celebrations and local authentic cuisines, apart from being a favorable
economic driver for the locality, also helps construct a local identity and build up appreciation for the
local food heritage and environment.
Lastly, food events and celebrations have also been pivotal in uplifting the status of Irish cuisine. Food
on the edge 2019, this research’s ethnographic event, is an example of it: an initiative sponsored by
Fáilte Ireland that seeks to promote the food identity of Galway County – and of Ireland is general – its
local producers and cuisine. After several years being ran, it has established a dynamic platform where
Irish gastronomes can meet global renowned chefs and vice versa. FOTE inspires and help Irish chefs
establish networks, partnerships and alliances with the “outside” world, while it is also an eye-opening
ground for outsiders, who can experience the quality and distinctiveness of the local foods, get to know
the producers and witness the Irish scenery and hospitality. Mac Con Iomaire (2018) states that “Irish
oysters are now on the menu in both Albert Adriá’s Tickets restaurant in Barcelona and in Nathan
Outlaw’s restaurants in London and in Cornwall ”; one of the outcomes of this event: exporting Irishness.
Further, this Irish-world interaction favors the creation of valuable working experiences for Irish chefs.
Video 2 of Food on the Edge (2019) has been analyzed for being a clear example of it. In this story,
Adam Kavanagh found himself as a head chef of a restaurant in Galway being twenty-five years young
but realized he did not have enough experience and knowledge. Subsequently, inspired by the talk
given by Sasu Laukkonen during one of the FOTE’s past editions he asked him on Irish ground whether
he could do a stage or traineeship with him. It resulted in a two-year working experience of Adam in
Ora, Sasu’s restaurant in Helsinki, Finland. This helps Irish chefs to establish relationships with
reputable global professionals, such as Nordic chefs, so that they can learn from them and, at some
point, return to Ireland to set up their own business. In accordance, Adam Kavanagh says: “I really want
to come home here, I know there is a massive movement at the moment, we have fantastic produce,
we have some amazing chefs, so I really want to come back and open up something” (Video 2 of Food
on the Edge, 2019). This connects again with the “global” Ireland and the mantra of Irish chefs that have
gained valuable experiences abroad in international kitchens. In this case, Adam now looks forward to
coming back and join this flourishing moment for Irish cuisine. Besides, this relationship introduces the
intimate connection between Irish and Nordic chefs (See section 4.3.1 for further information).
Contrastingly, seen all these initiatives and support for the quality foods of Ireland, Sage (2010) notes
that “at a time when state agencies are busy promoting Ireland as the “Food Island” in the interests of
export-led growth, does it matter that imports of primary and processed foods are rising quickly? It
becomes hard to discern whether this support is given to promote the foods of the island and help
construct a more sustainable, ethic and healthier foodscape or this is all about an export-led mindset
that will see imports – and exports – keep substantially increasing over time (ibid.). The author discusses
that the answer might have a bit of both worlds. Yet, there is no doubt that the push behind food
initiatives promoted by state bodies seems to have had positive impacts on Irish economy and namely
on Irish gastronomy: firstly, it has facilitated the setting up of a myriad of food events that have helped
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awaken the local and global appreciation for Irish foods; and secondly, it has strengthened local
communities of quality food producers and thus the development of internationally-awarded placebased cuisines.
By referring to these local cuisines, I use the term “new Irish cuisine” (NIC) along this paper to describe
the culinary trend under investigation for its capacity to convey three essential meanings. First, it is a
food identity that is particular and distinctive of Ireland and thus “Irish”. Second, it has a novel tone
because it has gained significance recently, particularly in the last two or three decades. And third, it
comprises a number of common features and food practices that are seen to be shared “collectively”
that thus make “cuisine”. Subchapter 4.2 describes in detail all these characteristics and also illustrates
its aesthetics features.
In short, the alignment of several economic, social and cultural factors has been conducive to the recent
popularity and development of NIC. The Celtic Tiger years boosted the hospitality sector and nurtured
two generations of chefs eager to reformulate the Irish restaurant scene. The subsequent crisis starting
in 2008 appears to have been positive in building up domestic appreciation towards Irish foods. An
improved culinary education at college level and international opportunities have resulted in a numerous
cohort of well-prepared young professionals that work in Ireland but also overseas. Moreover, a
significant support from state bodies has favored the set-up of world-renowned gastronomic events and
a mounting number of local food initiatives, organic growers, artisan food producers and farmers. This
has helped develop quality local food networks in Cork and Galway. Such quality offerings coupled with
the restored confidence and knowledge of well-travelled Irish chefs have facilitated the development
and consolidation of “new” localized cuisines that are uplifting the local and global reputation of Irish
gastronomy worldwide. Notwithstanding, the chefs and governmental bodies’ narratives evidence that
if there has been such a progress in the field of Irish cuisine it is because there was (or still is) a “lack”
of identity or reputation felt concerning Irish food culture. In this investigation, I suggest that NIC acts
as a platform to fulfil the wish of chefs and national representatives to redefine the distinctiveness of
Irish cuisine. In the next chapter, I reflect further on the rationale behind this perception.

4.1.3 Identity
At the end of the section “History” I have quoted Darina Allen and JP McMahon who express the
“difficult” attitude towards food found in Irish people after independence and decades later. This attitude
appears to be tightly associated with Irish food history, particularly with the Great Famine and British
colonialism. In fact, some chefs think that the Irish Gaelic food culture and cuisine was effaced during
famine years, what left the Irish without a food identity they could be recognized with. In accordance,
Denis Cotter considers that Irish food is currently living a sweet moment because a “culture” has begun
to flourish in the last years due to the existence of a wider and knowledgeable “second generation” of
chefs. Before his generation – the first – there was “nothing”, he says:
“we had no food culture to start with so we had a blank page to reinvent our food culture…my
food background culture underneath what I was doing was zero, there was nothing there, and
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only barely weighing it week after week and year after year, and you know, I would have been
very self-conscious, envious, of places with a deeper food culture, like Spain, France, Italy,
where the knowledge and the confidence on the knowledge is generations deep, I think it’s
that really, I think that what we now have is a generation that is more confident than the one
before, and their knowledge of food is deeper, wider” (Denis Cotter, 04/12/2019).
Similarly, Mark Jennings affirms: “we do not really have a cuisine, like a formative cuisine before us in
a sense, because it was kind of eradicated during the famine and so forth, so we kind of got a blank
slide” (Mark Jennings, 20/11/2019). This metaphor of the “blank slide or blank page” closely ties
together with the chefs’ belief that Irish native culture was wiped out by the famine and that British
colonialism did not let it develop over a long time. Sexton (2001), despite she refutes the opinion of
some chefs that Irish food culture is frail and less meritorious than others, she admits that there is not
a clear and comprehensive view of Irish traditional foodways, perhaps due to poor historical attention
or to the complexity and harshness of Irish past history. These factors seem to have led to the
construction of a perception of “inferiority” in respect to Irish food culture and Irish cuisine that appears
to be more accentuated in the Irish chefs interviewed, possessors of high cultural, economic, symbolic
and social capital in this regard. And this explains their expressed “longing” to transform Irish food and
cuisine.
Think of Irish cuisine as a social field within the Bourdieuian broader field of “global cuisines”. Within
this latter, Irish culinary culture might not have been historically recognized with a high status or
distinction as Italian, French or Spanish cuisines have. Since this social “status” of a cuisine depends
on the chefs’ habitus, their capital and the interactions between agents, I suggest that NIC has worked
to change the “culinary position” of Irish cuisine. In the world of fine dining, “status” is highly dependent
on the acquisition of symbolic capital, such as Michelin stars or constructed “quality”, but also on the
economic and culinary capital, represented by diners and chefs who financially support these
businesses and appreciate and experience NIC’s specific food practices. Basing on this latter
reasoning, I argue that Southern-European food cultures and cuisines have historically relished a higher
reputation for several reasons. On the one hand, these cultures have a much longer history in
constructing symbolic quality around their foods and protecting their cultural heritage by means of terroir
or other quality certification schemes. Secondly, as a result of this “constructed quality” along with a
deep culinary knowledge on food traditions and heritage, Southern-European cuisines have been
possessors of high symbolic and culinary capital and thus regarded with distinction. And is this
distinctive reputation or identity what leads to sentiments of pride and confidence as one is esteemed
with appreciation and admiration within the field.
In this research, I propose that since Irish cuisine does not have historically relished such recognition
and distinction in the field, Irish chefs are here to change it. I use the term “identity longing” to stress
the chefs’ perception that Irish food culture is not as highly-regarded as others. Hence, binary opposed
narratives discerning between “strong” and “weak” food cultures or cuisines are produced and
constantly revealed by Irish chefs, food professionals and governmental bodies. This search for
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recognition within the field of gastronomy is seen as the driving force that make Irish chefs work towards
reinforcing the sense of identity around Irish food. NIC appears to be a suitable strategy that is helping
them to consolidate certain practices, strengthen specific beliefs and connect concrete peoples and
places. And this is changing the status of Irish cuisine. In the next lines, I exemplify how this “identity
longing” is discoursed by drawing from data obtained amidst the ethnographic event and the interviews
with chefs.
During FOTE19, identity longing was a consensual narrative among the Irish audience – chefs and
professionals with the adequate Bourdieuian capital. In the panel discussion “Building a Better Food
Culture”, video of the event subjected to analysis, concerns about food identity and culture are primarily
debated. On stage there were Bo Bech4, Mark Best5, JP McMahon and Darina Allen, with Ruth Hegarty
as panel moderator. Bo and Mark partake in the dialogue because of their “experience” of having been
involved in the construction of contemporary culinary identities in their respective home nations. Already
the title of the panel discussion drop a hint of this “identity longing” implying that Irish food culture could
be somehow “better”. Ruth Hegarty starts off the conversation by declaring that the end goal of Taste
the Island, initiative of which FOTE19 was part, was “to further develop the experiences on the ground
and build a stronger culture around food and, perhaps, a stronger sense of identity around what Irish
food and Irish food culture is” (Video 1 of Food on the Edge, 2019). Taste the Island is a 3-year allisland campaign launched by Fáilte Ireland to promote food events and experiences with the purpose
of showcasing the unique products, hospitality and food of the island to everyone. Another example of
the support Irish cuisine and foodstuffs currently get from state institutions. In Ruth’s last quote, this
“identity longing” is again clearly sensed. Once fixated upon this perception of the Irish food identity,
the other panelists give their opinion on what might need to be done in Ireland so that NIC can develop
and mature. First, Bo Bech says “it just needs the confidence of the people that are touching it (the Irish
produce)...It’s not a 100-metre dash, it’s a marathon” (Video 1 of Food on the Edge, 2019). He talks
about confidence – implying that there might have been a “lack” of it – and the long nature of identitymaking process itself and what it takes to consolidate. Second, Mark Best thinks NIC’s identity has to
be the product of an inner dialogue that aims to define who Irish people truly are:
“the important thing is to recognize who you are as a people...you can’t have a proper
conversation with the outside world in terms of defining sort of a narrative for this” (Video 1 of
Food on the Edge, 2019). Then, he continues saying: “I see, especially young chefs…they have
been out in the wide world, they come back and they literally recreate everything that they have
done in the outside world…it works well in their mind, but it is not necessarily about Ireland… I
would like to see them using all the local ingredients and their skill but not losing the narrative
of who they are and what it means to be Irish” (Video 1 of Food on the Edge, 2019).
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Bo Bech is a renowned Danish chef proprietor of Geist, a fine-dining restaurant in Copenhagen identified with the

Nordic food movement (Bo Bech, 2020).
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Mark Best is an Australia-born chef considered one of the most emblematic personalities who has given rise to

the new Australian cuisine (Mark Best, 2020).
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The “Irishness” of NIC appears that it could still need to be defined or reconsidered and that is what all
NIC chefs seem to be working on. As Mark affirms, what many of the young chefs are doing in Ireland
in the high-end restaurant scene might not necessarily be about “Ireland”. Along sections 4.3.1 and
4.3.2, I touch upon these global influences and the chefs’ concerns about what Irishness might be.
Now referring to the interview data, participants have also expressed their aspiration to uplift the status
of Irish cuisine and thus reinforce the sense of identity around Irish food. Along the forthcoming lines, I
stress the motives of this wish and present different opinions about it. They were asked the following
question: how important is constructing a distinctive food identity for you? Darina Allen responds:
“yeah, for me it’s important, but I worry sometimes about the Michelin-kind of food that a lot of
chefs are doing now...just to get Michelin stars. All these little bits on plates and so on, and
that’s a very international style, one of the people, I think, who does it really well in fairness
exactly in his second restaurant called Tartare in Galway is JP McMahon” (Darina Allen,
02/12/2019).
With “Michelin-kind of food” she fears that NIC develops in a recognized food identity only spotted with
a high-end character instead of an all-embracing food identity denoting “simple, accessible and good
food”, hallmark attributes in the Ballymaloe ethos. Darina Allen contests the fine-dining nature of this
new identity as though it merely focused on the symbolic capital associated with gaining Michelin stars.
JP McMahon replies:
“mmm, I think, on the one side, it’s about a type of sovereignty like an identity that we can say
this is me or this is us. On the other side...there is an economic reason...we want to create a
local economy where people can live, and I think that the last one is a cultural aspect, probably
the most important...I always felt like why doesn’t the cooking aspect have a stronger cultural
representation, and I think that, for me that’s the most important thing now, to try and elevate
that” (JP McMahon, 19/11/2019).
The first reason given by JP alludes to this “identity longing”. NIC can also be seen as a platform utilized
to redefine a shared “identity” with which Irish chefs could feel proudly identified with – again as though
he were “uneasy” with the current one. Secondly, a food identity to foster the local economy. Local
foods and localized cuisines can facilitate the accomplishment of that purpose by adding value to the
economic activities of the locality (Broadway, 2017; Klassen & Wittman, 2017). I further discuss about
the value of local foods throughout section 4.3.2. Finally, the last justification ties again with issues of
cultural identity. Although Irish food culture is inherently part of Irish culture, JP thinks that other Irish
cultural symbols, such as music, art, folklore and literature have a much greater representation
compared to food. “Identity longing” arises in the form of the desire of seeing Irish food carrying more
weight in Irish culture and identity. And Irish history seems to be key to explain why Irish people –
namely chefs – might not have felt like Irish food was a big part of their social identity. In fact, Irish food
culture did not develop over the same dimensions as other cultures associated with a higher status did.
Moreover, global travels, experiences and the connoisseurship of other food cultures might have
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reinforced this longing sense in Irish chefs and thus encouraged them to endeavor to change it. On
another quote, Richard Milnes says:
“I don’t know...I could selfishly say yes, I want loads of tourists to come here and eat my food
but I don’t see the benefits behind people thinking that Ireland has a food revolution, you
know, because for me the benefits of food are it’s nutritional, it’s a social thing, it’s people
coming together...For me that’s important, whatever the world thinks of Irish food I don’t really
care, it’s kind of irrelevant...” (Richard Milnes, 09/12/2019).
Interestingly, he contests the possible benefits of building a reputable food identity in Ireland. A gesture
that opposes to the search for “status” via external “recognition”, a key element that has given fame to
this culinary movement. For Richard, food should not be used to gain fame and global repercussion but
to potentiate its social and nutritional benefits. Food is primarily a cultural material essential for human
nourishment with power to connect peoples, places and construct shared social moments. Hence,
Richard thinks that there is too much focus on building up “distinction” when he cannot even assure
whether that is convenient for his country. Conversely,
Conclusively, NIC appears to be a platform for modern Irish chefs who seek to change the reputation
of Irish cuisine globally. Chefs as well as government-supported initiatives use local foods and food
initiatives, such as FOTE19, to promote specific food practices, bring local and global actors together,
and to consolidate the recognition constructed around modern Irish cuisine and the quality of Irish
produce. However, some chefs see less worth focusing on building up a distinctive identity because
they understand food more as a social vehicle than a label-making means. Yet, the “identity longing”
expressed by the majority explains the chefs’ struggle of not seeing Irish cuisine’s status high enough
within their field. Here, the Irish cultural past seems to play an important role. Some chefs put it as it left
a ”difficult attitude towards food” and others declare that Irish cuisine and culture “was eradicated” as a
result of British colonialism and the dreadful period of famine. After almost a century since Irish
independence, and thanks to the economic and socio-cultural reasons mentioned in the previous
section, NIC is reshaping the identity of Irish cuisine thanks for a cohort of chefs with high culinary
capital able to convince and motivate culinary action. To fathom the magnitude of this culinary
movement, in the next section, I discuss the chefs’ perceptions about the place of modern Irish
gastronomy within it.

4.1.4 Food culture and democracy
The practices and beliefs associated with NIC connect peoples (chefs), places (localities) and
knowledge (cuisine). Hence, NIC perfectly fits in the definition of a food culture and a shared identity.
Nonetheless, as noted, this cuisine comprises a reduced yet growing group of chefs and is
fundamentally confined in the domain of fine dining. Besides, the social group it represents seems to
be primarily composed by a set of actors with high culinary, symbolic and economic capital to whom
NIC values are meaningful and respected. And this is the starting point of NIC, the recognition – by a
number of social agents – that this culinary identity exists and is valuable for society. Due to its nature,
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hereby I consider NIC as a “niche” culture within the “mainstream” national food culture that aspires to
be embraced nationally and transform the “mainstream”, seen as “lacking” identity and recognition for
the reasons above explained. NIC can be understood as a “innovative” yet small movement with a
powerful discourse on sustainable and “good” food practices and a capital-dependent “identity longing”
that seeks to break through and change the paradigm of the mainstream.
First of all, I present some of the NIC chefs’ perceptions on the notion about the place new Irish cuisine
occupies within Irish food culture. Denis Cotter says: “I don’t know whether they cook like that at home.
I still find it narrow…I think it is a kind of fine-dining cuisine more than a food culture” (Denis Cotter,
04/12/2019). This corroborates the “niche” nature of NIC, as mostly representing a style of haute
cuisine. Still, though fine dining by definition can be regarded as a food culture, Denis Cotter seems to
indicate that NIC’s culture – its practices, values and identity – does not gather the characteristics
necessary to label it as a food culture. Home cooking might be a more adequate sign of what a food
culture is for Denis. JP McMahon in the panel discussion “Building a Better Food Culture” declares his
idea of what a food culture is:
“food culture is the salvation of all of the experiences from the moment you get up to the
moment you go to bed, it’s not defined just by fine dining. Fast food is also a reflection of us
and so if we want to have a food culture the food has to be better at every level...it shouldn’t
be defined by the idealization of the industry” (Video 1 of Food on the Edge, 2019).
Interestingly, fast food for JP does not seem to be part of Irish food culture. Besides, the second
sentence of the quote suggests that there is “no” food culture as such unless the food improves at all
levels. What justifies that “food culture” should not be defined by “cuisine” – the idealization of the
industry. Certainly, although a highbrow cuisine can be part of it, the food culture of a place is usually
defined by many other elements. JP’s comment again implicitly carries the “identity longing” message I
have been discussing above. Irish national food culture might not be sufficiently distinctive for him: a
perception that, apart from being tied to historical reasons, appears to be highly influenced by social
class and culinary capital. This could explain why the “early starters” of this “food revolution” in Ireland
are high-profile chefs. However, besides status longing, other concerns seem to empower action in
NIC. For instance, the sustainability of food production processes, food quality, global commodity chains
or health concerns about industrialized foods in Ireland. I further reflect on these aspects along section
4.3.2.
In the pursuit of transforming Irish food culture, NIC chefs debate about the need of percolating their
beliefs and practices through a wider audience. I argue that one of the strategies adopted by chefs lays
on the discourse of “democratization of good food”. The Irish chefs who have participated in this study
share the view that “good food” should not only be enclosed in fine dining but present in all food
domains. I use the definition of “good food” provided by Sage (2003). A concept that embraces three
key qualities. First, a distinctive material property, such as taste. Second, an ecological component, like
organic food. And third, a social facet, normally associated with a small scale of production or an
alternative distribution method. Besides, I add to this term the class dimension linked to the culinary
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capital associated with the advocates of this “good and ethical eating” described by Johnston et al.,
2011. Henceforth, NIC is a clear instance of “good food” but there is no doubt that “good food” can also
exist far beyond the domain of fine dining, i.e., the local foods and specialties produced by the short
food chains in Cork and Galway would also be included. In fact, Richard Milnes believes that the
highbrow nature of NIC restaurants is what “should not” define Irish food. Instead, he opines that modern
Irish food should be defined by:
“restaurants where you can go down and you can eat for a reasonable price...you are not
paying one hundred quid a head just for your food before you had a drink...that’s very different,
that’s an experience...and lots of these Michelin-starred restaurants are like that” (Richard
Milnes, 09/12/2019).
Meals at high-end establishments are considered “experiences” far beyond daily ordinary meals. NIC
might lean more on the side of these sensorial experiences than on people’s daily food practices.
Hence, a dining “experience” inextricably involves high economic and cultural capital and thus becomes
reachable for a minority. This springs up a “tension” between the distinction of fine dining and more
democratic ideals. Accordingly, Kevin Aherne expresses his will to make his food more accessible:
“new modern Irish food costs a lot of money to have it...I kind of see myself in the very short
term changing my style so I can have it more accessible” (Kevin Aherne, 17/01/2019).
These quotes are examples of the powerful democratizing discourse in NIC. I see on this “tension” a
direct connection with the foodies’ narratives between opposing beliefs of democracy and distinction
stressed by Johnston and Baumann (2014). Although this academic work analyzes “omnivorousness”
as the discursive mediator of this tension in foodies as consumers, I find a clear parallel with the
discourse of Irish chefs as producers. Yet, chefs are also “foodies” in many senses: passionate about
food, possessors of culinary capital, discovery-minded, and thus capable to discern what is “good food”
and what is not. Therefore, as competing dynamics, democracy is thought to be challenging for chefs,
whose recognized businesses strongly depend on their distinction. Perhaps not in fine cuisine –
because without distinction it would not be what it is – but NIC’s practices and values could one day
become more quotidian, i.e., buying local, sustainable and typical Irish foods, supporting small-holders,
etc. This is what Irish chefs might seem to strive for. In the next paragraph, I pose some examples of
ways through which chefs “democratize” good food and thus alleviate this tension. Their mediatized
position in the Irish foodscape is favorable to achieve a greater impact as well.
In the effort to spread their message, knowledge on good food and improve the cooking skills of their
Irish compatriots, JP McMahon, Richard Milnes, and Darina Allen provide cookery courses that promote
education in “food provenance and better eating” (Aniar, 2020). Ballymaloe Cookery School, Darina
Allen’s family business, is known as one of the best cookery schools in Ireland. Moreover, Darina, JP
and Denis Cotter have published cookbooks, which also function as educative tools. Additionally,
considering the current potential and great momentum of Irish cuisine, Mac Con Iomaire (2018) thinks
that Irish chefs should do as the Nordic chefs did with the Nordic Food Movement: that is, enhancing
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the involvement of all sorts of societal actors, such as entrepreneurs, politicians, scientists, media, and
other audiences, so that these modern Irish ideals take effect on other social grounds. And this already
happening. Governmental bodies are funding a myriad of initiatives – like FOTE19 – and new
enterprises are emerging as a result of this renewed interest, for instance, seaweed selling companies.
Nevertheless, JP McMahon reflects on the problematic of this “top-down” approach. He says: “I don’t
know if we as a nation will embrace the whole identity going forward, so the difficulty is, for individuals
like myself, the masses you have to convince” (JP McMahon, 19/11/2019). Possibly, in Ireland, NIC
might still be on its developmental stage in comparison to the Nordic Food Movement, but today’s
consideration of chefs as public figures is thought to be effective in widening the social involvement in
the food practices and beliefs that NIC proclaims. Today more than ever, foodscapes are strongly
mediatized by numerous channels and personalities like chefs who can play a highly influential role due
to their culinary capital (Goodman et al., 2017). In fact, Denis Cotter explicitly recognizes the privileged
accessibility to media and public information spaces chefs nowadays have: “but because we have
access to media, we talk a lot, chefs tend to think, and the media tends to exaggerate how important
restaurants are, but a good restaurant in a barren place isn’t really doing much” (Denis Cotter,
04/12/2019). This advantageous position of chefs permits them to be influential actors in strengthening
the reputation of the local culture and marketing the quality of the regional products. In section 4.3.2, I
discuss further on the role that restaurants and chefs can play in promoting the foods and producers of
their locality.
NIC can be defined as a “niche” culinary culture that aspires to transform the “mainstream” food culture.
This attitude reflects a sense of restlessness towards Irish food culture that again reflects this “identity
longing” in Irish chefs. In order to expand their scope and have a greater repercussion on Irish society,
a democratizing discourse cohabits in tension with the distinction these establishments need for their
prosperity. I argue that beyond class and capital-dependent fine cuisine, the good food practices
supported and promoted by NIC chefs could likely reach an ampler segment of the population. For that
purpose, the mediatized Irish foodscape places chefs in a favorable position. The next chapter attempts
to accurately picture the common characteristics of NIC as well as its aesthetic appearance. I deem it
useful to provide a better insight into the nature of this culinary movement.

4.2 Cuisine, traits, aesthetics and nature.
Each restaurant I visited is distinct and unique in many senses. However, new Irish cuisine, as I stated
above, “comprises a number of common features and food practices that are seen to be shared
collectively”. Still, discerning whether these commonalities suffice to group these “practices” into a
unifying “cuisine” is challenging and becomes a question of legitimacy. As reported by Warde (2009),
cuisine is “all that the composition of meals entails for a social collectivity – tools, recipes, condiments,
typical ingredients and the organization of the eating”. It thus implies a shared culinary capital and
identity. Besides, its relational nature makes it easily attached to geographical boundaries, although
this place-constrained nature can be highly variable as well; a province, a region, a nation (ibid.). For
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these motives, NIC unites the qualities to be called “cuisine”. Certainly, it is a shared culinary identity
geographically restricted to Ireland that displays specific consolidated practices and beliefs.

4.2.1 Restaurant profile
In the search for clarity in the explanation of these chefs’ common practices, I have decided to code the
information found on their restaurants’ websites and list the codes from the most repeated to the least.
Codes are thus merely descriptive and show roughly how their cuisine is marketed or defined. This
helps illustrate more comprehensively the ethos of the NIC restaurants – ventures of the chefs
interviewed – and their major commonalities to understand what present-day Irish cuisine might
generally feature. Find listed below these common “traits” present in our NIC restaurants. The
explanations given further are substantiated with interview data.
1. Local. Localism appears in all websites. Although many scholars have expressed the problematic
associated with “defining” what local is and what is not (Giovannucci et al., 2010; Eriksen, 2013;
Beriss, 2019), our chefs restrain their cuisine within a certain locality. To demonstrate this, Kevin
Aherne works specifically within the limit of twelve miles for that reason. Community, quality and
identity, I noted, are the primary reasons why they support local foods. Some of them even have
their own gardens as part of their food provision as well, such as Ballymaloe House and Dillon’s.
2. Irish. It is also a common narrative found in all descriptions. The term is contextualized in two
different ways though. First, “Irish” as the definition of their food. Second, Irish as “a marker of
distinctiveness, quality, and authenticity” with special regard to the produce found in the region and
the food that is served. Subsection 4.3.2.3 reflects further on the NIC chefs’ insights concerning
Irish food, Irishness and what it may signify.
3. Seasonal. They all base their cuisine on ever-changing menus continuously adapted to what one
can find each specific time of the year. Being local has a tight connection with seasonality, because
somehow, one enforces the other and vice versa. Also, discourses about quality and global
concerns are intrinsically linked to this seasonal attitude.
4. Modern. Everyone expresses the novel character of their cuisine. It is written in many ways though:
“modern Irish style”, “contemporary cuisine”, “innovative and groundbreaking” or “modern Irish
cooking”. In fact, avant-garde gastronomic styles, techniques and aesthetics are highly present in
this new Irish cuisine.
5. Foraged. Searching for wild food is a common practice seen in most of the modern Irish
restaurants. Despite of being a “recreational” activity, I argue that chefs forage because it enhances
their sense of place and identity. Just as Hall (2013) in his study about foraging in New Zealand
points out the increasing significance of foraged foods in modern society in terms of identity and
sense of cultural heritage. Again, a special link to place.
6. Traditional. Even though it is not a discourse found in all data sources, this novel culinary identity
in Ireland pursues to rediscover Irish foods, native techniques and recipes – meaningful to Irish
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identity – that might have been forgotten over time (Inventing tradition). Besides, chefs also
celebrate and work with traditional foods, recipes and local specialties associated with Irish food
culture (Irish old tradition). Nevertheless, not everyone is driven by this desire. For instance, Denis
Cotter stated that for its fixity and “the sake of having to respect it”, he was not interested in tradition.
He thinks that tradition is a fluid notion that should always be contested and evolving. But that is in
part what NIC does with Irish traditional foods. NIC blends modernity together with tradition: a
modern side depicted by avant-garde skills, modern cooking techniques and plating-up, together
with a traditional angle that represent local delicacies, “national” dishes and symbolic old Irish
techniques.
Recapping, NIC restaurants offer season-driven menus of modern Irish food sourced locally. Ingredient
foraging is a common practice among these Irish chefs and the presence of traditional or native Irish
foods and local specialties is key for most.

4.2.2 Aesthetics
After having defined the concept of “cuisine” and given a detailed list of the traits representing the values
and practices of NIC, a visual analysis of some NIC dishes can deepen the comprehension of the nature
of this culinary movement. The figures presented below represent four dishes from four contemporary
restaurants in Ireland. They have been taken from the restaurants’ websites. Even though they are all
completely different dishes and preparations, one could notice slight common patterns at first sight. A
brief clarification follows right away.

Figure 6. Aniar, JP McMahon (Aniar, 2020).

Figure 7. Paradiso, Denis Cotter (Paradiso, 2020).
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Figure 8. Loam, Enda McEvoy6 (Loam, 2020).

Figure 9. Greenes, Bryan McCarthy (Greenes, 2020).

The codes described in section 4.2.1 get a broader and deeper sense when one examines the
aesthetics of modern Irish cuisine. I have analyzed the figures basing on two aspects: the ingredients
present and the visual aesthetics. On the one hand, if one focuses on the dish ingredients, it is
noticeable the presence of distinctive ingredients historically associated with Irish food culture, such as
root vegetables (potatoes, carrots, asparagus) and meats (pork, venison, lamb). Also remarkable is the
widespread use of wild plants and herbs of historical relevance for Ireland, such as seaweeds and
watercress (See Section 4.1.1). Currently, these sort of historical foods are being revalorized due to
their Irish symbolic linkage and abundant presence in Irish landscapes. NIC is putting a remarkable
effort in the resurgence of these foods that at some point of history got faded from memory. On the
other hand, if one focuses on the dish aesthetics, there is a clear avant-gardism displayed that results
from the fine nature of this culinary trend. Moreover, visually these dishes might evoke in the viewer
attributes like “naturalness”, “simplicity” and “freshness”. Such features could arguably be a reflection
of the Nordic influence, a key culinary sway in modern Irish cuisine I explain further in subsection
4.3.1.1. Possibly, amongst all dishes displayed, Denis Cotter’s plate might be the most disruptive and
discordant. His cuisine is vegetarian with a fusion tone (like Californian cuisine) and his dishes might
appear visually less “ordered” and more “prominent”. Also, the simplicity sought by Enda McEvoy or JP
McMahon might not be so weighty for Denis Cotter.
By looking at these dishes the concept cuisine, hopefully, starts to gain grounded meaning. It goes
beyond simply cooking. Cuisine represent practices, ideologies, history, and traditions attached to a
people and a place. Analyzing a plate of food can provide endless bits of information. With regard to
NIC, it depicts a clear usage of Irish-bound symbolic ingredients, native foods and wilds, and dishes
visually evoke attributes like “simplicity” or “wilderness”.

6

Enda McEvoy did not participate in this investigation, but he is a renowned chef in Irish restaurant scene who

runs a terroir-driven restaurant in Galway called Loam (Loam, 2020).
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In conclusion, summarizing what has been said along this chapter, NIC is a novel food identity that
bases on locally-sourced and season-driven produce, foraged wilds, and traditional and local
specialties. There is an obvious usage of Irish symbolic ingredients and dishes aesthetically look for
simplicity and naturalness. As noted in chapter 2, NIC is investigated as a social product theoretically
residing in the intersection of three conceptual frames. The local, whose value is highly appreciated for
NIC chefs; the global and its influences, in the form of techniques, ideas and cultures; and finally, the
colonial, partly responsible for the identity longing expressed by chefs and the driven sense of
rediscovering old Irish native food practices and ingredients. Once introduced the potential relevance
of these social processes in NIC, the next chapter attempts to detail separately the nature of the
proposed conceptual spheres and stress thematically the interconnected dynamics between them.

4.3 Global, local and (post)colonial.
4.3.1 The global

We live in an era where things – such as information, goods and people – move increasingly faster and
more efficiently. Some scholars have defined this process as an “accelerated globalization”, a globalscale network where regional economies, societies and cultures are highly interconnected by the
exchange of goods, capital, information and peoples (Oosterveer & Sonnenfeld, 2012). Herewith I argue
that new Irish cuisine is to a large extent the product of a nation, Ireland, embedded in this accelerated
globalization. As an example, the resurgence of Irish gastronomy might not have been possible without
the global market and the economic growth it propelled since the mid-50s. Also, the increased travels
and labor migration across places have given Irish culinary experts confidence and knowledge to
produce a high-quality gastronomy that is receiving global admiration (Mac Con Iomaire, 2018). And
this global attention has arguably been gained due to the current enhanced interconnectedness of
places, peoples and information. Global tourists in the search for authentic dining experiences and
sense of place are common customers in NIC restaurants (Sims, 2009). Moreover, new Irish cuisine as
a “movement” has partly achieved a reputable international image as a result of the out-targeting
programs developed and implemented by the Irish agencies of tourism and food. On another line, NIC
also appears to convey reactionary beliefs against “negative” outcomes of globalization, e.g. the cultural
homogenization or “McDonaldization” (Ritzer, 1996), the unsustainability and unfairness of the global
food system (Figueroa-Helland et al., 2018), or maybe the blurriness of nation-places described by
Massey (2010). NIC’s localized strategy appears to tackle these issues because it is valued as a more
sustainable, ethical and tastier way of eating.
In the search for a more extensive grasp of what is “global” in new Irish cuisine, renderings of
globalization have been sought in the collated data. This is thought useful to better understand what
global forces are integrated in modern Irish gastronomy and how they operate. For instance, I have
studied the presence of other culinary influences in the cooking style of the participants, their concerns
associated with the global food system, or their type of clients. All subsequent sections are meant to
reinforce and prove that NIC is a reflection of the globalized nature of Ireland as a nation.
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4.3.1.1 Global influences
New Irish cuisine depicts a remarkable cultural eclecticism that shows how powerful and appreciated
global forces are. This might be product of a myriad of factors: the culinary education of chefs, their
cosmopolitan spirit, the highbrow nature of their cuisine, the multiethnicity of Irish society, etc. Lane
(2011) describes the high-end restaurant industry as a crossroads of cooking cultures, despite betting
on a very local modus operandi. NIC is perfect example of that. In this research, operating around the
question what global culinary influences do NIC chefs’ cuisine manifest, I attempt to shed light on the
significance of non-Irish cultural influences in the construction and nature of NIC. I have fundamentally
analyzed the discourses of all chefs interviewed coupled with the basic aesthetic examination presented
in section 4.2.2. The presence of transnational cooking influences in their cuisine is noteworthy. French,
Nordic, Spanish, English, Japanese, Australian and fusion cuisines are examples of these trans-border
culinary flows. I further reflect on these in the coming lines.
First and foremost, the French sway. French cuisine and its haute style has historically had a large
impact on Ireland’s restaurant scene. Sexton (2005) affirms that French cooking was seen by all Irish
as “the epitome of fine dining” during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and Mac Con Iomaire
(2011) documents the hegemony of French restaurants and chefs in the Dublin of the second half of
the twentieth century. JP McMahon affirms that still nowadays “French fine dining has a very strong
hold in Dublin in terms of gastronomic cuisine” (JP McMahon, 19/11/2019). Investigating NIC has
proven to be useful to comprehend the influence French cuisine had in the Irish public dining scene, a
European trend back then but still a big clout in contemporary cuisine worldwide. On the educational
side, young apprentices have long been taught French classical cooking in Irish culinary schools and
colleges. Still nowadays, Irish cooking instruction follows to a great extent the French canon, though it
now covers a wider variety of food cultures and techniques. Most of the chefs I interviewed went to
cooking school in Ireland and thus their cuisine, at least to a certain degree, portray French influences.
For instance, Bryan McCarthy says: “...my food is still very based on classical French cuisine, because,
I think when you have been trained and worked in a certain way for 10-12 years, it’s very hard to move
away from that influence...” (Bryan McCarthy, 07/11/2019). There is no doubt that French haute cuisine
has been the standard practice of most world’s fine dining restaurants during the last century. In fact,
fine dining has arguably been a French invention. However, nowadays, although the French canon
remains influential, fine gastronomy has undergone a process of French desacralization,
democratization, diversification and “omnivorousness” (Johnston and Baumann, 2014). New Irish
cuisine retains important French traits but also displays openness to incorporating other food cultures
without losing the Irish narrative.
After the French dominance, Spanish gastronomy started to receive global recognition in the fine dining
arena during the 90s until the late 2000s. There are two main foci on which NIC chefs have expressed
to be influenced by. On the one hand, the Mediterranean influences from the molecular type of cuisine
developed by Ferran Adrià in the early 90s until the late 2000s. Darina Allen, Bryan McCarthy and Paul
McDonald declared that this style of cuisine has been influential and inspiring for them. Secondly, there
are also gastronomic linkages with the Basque Country, widely considered a gastronomic center of
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excellence. In particular, JP McMahon expresses his interest in the Basque cuisine and culture as well
as in the sequence of events that permitted this Spanish province to develop a distinctive identity and
become a global reputable gastronomic hub.
More recently, the high-end gastronomic focus has been in the Nordic countries. This is possibly the
most influential cuisine in this novel culinary fashion in Ireland. In 2004, a gastronomic movement coined
as New Nordic Cuisine (NNC) started to consolidate after the signing of a manifesto by chefs from
Sweden, Denmark, Greenland, Norway, Iceland, the Faroe Islands and Finland. Years later, NNC has
matured and represents a new culinary paradigm internationally recognized. This concept unites all
above-mentioned countries under a common identity, the Nordic folk (Leer, 2016), and makes use of
the Nordic terroir to construct a localized cuisine with the capability to shape this identity (Hermansen,
2012). New Irish cuisine practitioners have clearly shown admiration to what the Nordic chefs have
achieved. Besides, as sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 have announced, there is a close culinary connection
between Irish and Nordic chefs (Mac Con Iomaire, 2018). I noticed this strong tie during Food on the
Edge 2019, where the number of Nordic chefs was significant. By drawing on the participant observation
data, media analysis and semi-structured interviews, I present three concepts that might have been key
in the confluence of Nordic with Irish cuisine: identity, terroir and relationship. First, I argue that both
lands have sensed this culinary ”identity longing” (See Section 4.1.3). This feeling has pushed chefs
and other stakeholders to reinvent their national cuisine and try to elevate their status within the
Bourdieuian field of “global cuisines”. Newman & Leer (2018) literally report that “the goal [of NNC] was
to challenge a century or more of dominance by French cuisine in the gourmet foodscape and the
general acceptance of the pre-eminence of Mediterranean cuisine, which has been considered tastier
and healthier than food from the northern parts of Europe”. This quote exemplifies the competing
dynamics between the social agents – Nordic cuisine against French and Mediterranean cuisines – in
the search for status and recognition. I assert that NIC has done the same as NNC but later in time.
Second, I suggest that both cuisines have employed and constructed terroir as a conceptual strategy
to champion and promote the uniqueness of their landscapes, peoples and foods. This source of
“distinction” produces locality and reinforces a sense of identity and pride towards the nation and its
foods. Third, chefs involved in these culinary trends have constructed friendship through relationships,
professional collaborations and regular meetings in events like FOTE19. Many Irish chefs have seen
the Nordic model as a frame on which Irish food fit in adequately. Nevertheless, this Nordic
influenceability varies remarkably depending on the chef. In respect the participants of this research,
some proclaim the mirroring effect NNC has had on their cuisine. JP McMahon is a clear example.
Bryan McCarthy has also taken a good sway from Nordic cuisine. Kevin Aherne recognizes that NNC
has had a powerful impact on Irish chefs, but he is trying to move away from being very Nordicinfluenced, so that his food does not lose a strong Irish-rooted connection. Darina’s cuisine would be
placed further away from the Nordic countries, although there might be still interconnections. Richard
Milnes’ cuisine would also lean slightly towards a more Irish-rooted and traditional way of cooking.
Finally, Denis Cotter, Paul McDonald and Mark Jennings, despite they are all modern Irish
restaurateurs, produce a cuisine that goes into the least Nordic-influenced category. I expand on this in
the next paragraph.
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NIC, apart from the three food cultures mentioned above, present many other trans-national culinary
influences. Denis Cotter, after having travelled and worked in New Zealand and London, brought up to
Ireland a ground-breaking style of cooking: vegetarian and influenced by the fusion cooking movement
characteristic of the pacific area in the early 90s. Paul McDonald, Scottish-born chef recently awarded
a Michelin Star for his restaurant “Bastion” in south Cork can also be identified with a global eclectic
blend of influences. He had worked in London, Australia, Glasgow and Dublin before settling in Cork.
Hence, his cuisine takes bits from many cultures, such as classical French, British, Irish, South
American, Australian, etc. Mark Jennings defines his cuisine as a mishmash of cultures as well:
“a mishmash. As what Irish culture always was, have influences from many parts of the world,
so our dishes can range from a strong Japanese kind of orientation or a bit more, slightly
French, or then we can go into the Indian style use of spices to have kind of Indian-based
dishes…so it’s not like, you don’t say Indian, Indian, Spanish, Chinese and Italian, but it is
kind of like that” (Mark Jennings, 20/11/2019).
All these instances are a clear reflection of how NIC embraces a myriad of global culinary influences.
NIC is thus characterized by its versatile and fluid style that allows the incorporation of other cuisines.
Nevertheless, this raises the question of what is Irish about it, a topic that I address in-depth in
subsection 4.3.2.3. This flow of trans-national cultures is the result of globalization and intensified
movement of information streams – knowledge, techniques – but also of peoples and skills across
places. Note that the vast majority of chefs nowadays travel around the world working in kitchens to
gain knowledge, skills and cultural experiences. Except for Bryan McCarthy, the rest of the participants
affirm to have worked outside Ireland. Hence, NIC could be defined as a locally-adapted mix of global
cuisines, including Irish cuisine of course. Paradoxically, though NIC depicts clear “cosmopolitan” traits,
it seems to be a cultural attraction for global tourists due to its “Irishness” and authenticity. The next
section gives a more detailed view of these “global clients” and the reasons why they visit and support
these ventures.

4.3.1.2 Global clients
In 2018, nearly ten million tourists, enticed by its history, culture, folklore, scenery and hospitality, visited
Ireland. Certainly, tourism is a key contributor to the Irish economy (Fáilte Ireland, 2019) and food
tourism, particularly gastronomic tourism, is on the rise in the island, especially, in the research areas
under study.
Today, the food and drink tourist is roughly conceptualized as a foodie or “person with a vivid interest
in food” with economic and cultural capital in the search for new and authentic food experiences.
Foodies nowadays are strongly interested in local, high-quality and ethnic foods, being the rootedness
to place a key element that gives cultural meaning to the food (Mulcahy, 2012; Johnston & Baumann,
2014; Broadway, 2017). Some academics suggest that this current interest in place has been
strengthened in a context of enhanced deterritorialization and cultural homogenization caused by
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globalization (Everett & Aitchison, 2008; Blakey, 2012). In fact, Lane (2011) suggests that the ability of
high-profile restaurants to re-forge a meaningful connection with the landscape, the seasons and the
local culture (re-territorialization) is what boosts and distinguishes them. For instance, food foraging, a
common practice in NIC, symbolizes this re-connection. Mark Jennings states that wild ingredients give
“a real authentic backbone to the menu…it’s information that was probably used but not had before and
kind of slowly got lost through generations” (Mark Jennings, 20/11/2019). Ingredient foraging reinforces
the historical and personal attachment to a place and its foods but also contributes to the menu’s
authenticity. Johnston and Baumann (2014) report that authentic food in the foodie discourse is
constructed by various signifiers of authenticity. These are geographical specificity, simplicity, personal
connection, history and tradition, and ethnic connection. NIC discourses have parallels in all these
dimensions. Its localized approach potentiates the sense of geographical uniqueness and captures the
genuine culture of the locale. Also, NIC seeks out aesthetic simplicity, originality and historical ties.
Lastly, the sense of revitalizing old Irish Gaelic customs makes up the “ethnic” dimension of its
authenticity.
The quest for authenticity goes along with the status-seeking character of global foodies. And the
highbrow nature of these Irish restaurants matches with the foodies’ cultural and economic capital.
Thus, it should not be surprising that a large percentage of clients in NIC ventures are tourists. Kevin
Aherne, for instance, points out that less Irish people and a growing number of international locavores
frequent his establishment. As a result, as stated in section 4.1.4, he has thought of changing his style
to make his food more accessible so that Irish locals become regular diners (Kevin Aherne, 17/01/2019).
In accordance, Mark Jennings also strives to feed more locals. He says that cooking for global tourists
is less meaningful because they will probably not come back again: “if you can get locals who can come
back every month and then they enjoy your food, then you are making more of a difference to someone’s
life” (Mark Jennings, 20/11/2019). By feeding locals, Mark thinks he can educate his Irish fellows so
they can learn to appreciate what he does, eat “good food” and taste the quality produce of the region.
It is more to make a difference in his community with the aim to improve Irish people’s dietary habits
and welfare, than to content well-off international eaters. A discourse that harmonizes with the
democratizing ideals of the movement. Nevertheless, paradoxically, global tourists, global media and
global personalities have been pivotal in upgrading the culinary reputation of Ireland, which has been
transformed into a food destination of excellence in a fairly short period of time.
Most Irish chefs interviewed in this research have expressed their desire of seeing Ireland as a global
gastronomic capital. Bryan McCarthy envisions a promising future for Irish cuisine: “I would say that
Cork, Dublin or Galway will be the next Copenhagen, maybe not this time, but definitely in the next
twenty years there will be a moment in which the whole world will be looking at chefs in Ireland” (Bryan
McCarthy, 07/11/2019). Copenhagen symbolically represents the epicenter of the Nordic food
movement. Gastronomically, it is currently seen as one of the most acclaimed cities worldwide, with
sixteen Michelin-starred restaurants and more than sixty eateries recommended by the Michelin Guide
(Michelin Guide, 2020). Bryan McCarthy wishes to see any of the above-mentioned Irish cities
becoming the next global gastronomic hub. Similarly, JP McMahon explains through a “familiar” analogy
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how he sees Irish food nowadays: “Spain is probably the grandfather now in terms of food culture, and
Denmark is like the father, so for me Ireland is like the son and I just hope that we continue to go this
way” (JP McMahon, 19/11/2019). “Food culture” in this quote might sound a bit out of context here, but
he seems to be referencing to a gastronomic culture more associated with a “culinary breakthrough”.
Spain depicts the molecular movement originated in El Bulli and the revolutionary Basque cuisine and
Denmark symbolizes New Nordic Cuisine. After these two, JP believes that Ireland is the coming-next
culinary hot spot. Lastly, Kevin Aherne also contemplates a bright fate for Irish cuisine, he says “oh it
will become a global food superstar...we are producing some of the best food in the world, that’s only a
matter of time really” (Kevin Aherne, 17/01/2019). Another quote that exemplifies the confidence of
chefs on the quality of the actual Irish gastronomy but also their “craving” for recognition that links back
to their “identity longing” explained in section 4.1.3. All these previous quotes reflect the distinctionseeking nature of the movement which operates in tension with a more democratic view that aims to
build a stronger domestic appreciation for the quality of Irish food. In the next paragraph I further reflect
on where this tension might have come from.
NIC champions the uniqueness of locality, supports the local economy, and strives to become more
democratic while it also targets global tourists and works to become globally recognized. In line with
this, during the panel discussion “Building a Better Food Culture” held at FOTE19, Ruth Hegarty says:
“we have the tendency to be very outward-looking all the time, maybe because we are an
island, and you know, for other reasons related to, what you mentioned earlier on, by
colonialism (laughs), you know we are very focused on exports, we are very focused on
building our international reputation but we are less focused on making sure that we, like,
build the market for our local food produce and we build that appreciation, you know, amongst
our children and amongst our own population” (Video 1 of Food on the Edge, 2019).
In my view, this “inclination” is a holdover of the (post)colonial and globalized nature of Ireland as a
country. It is true that, in many senses, the (post)colonial status of Ireland is not comparable to other
former British colonies (Kennedy, 1992), because, after all, Ireland is one of the richest countries in the
world nowadays (World Bank Data, 2020). But perhaps, this outward-looking nature in terms of
economic politics is likely to be a product of their colonial heritage (export-based) and to get away from
the comparisons with Britain (US- or EU-favored international relations). Moreover, this idea might also
be conceived as a result of the current “accelerated globalization”, which has greatly boosted the export
and import economies of developed countries in the last decades. New Irish cuisine mirrors these
dynamics. NIC looks cravingly for global recognition, whilst it also targets the local population and
strives to have a significant domestic effect. And this is experienced by chefs but also by the
governmental bodies involved in promoting Ireland as the “Food Island”. I argue that this is another
dimension of the discourse of democracy versus distinction that characterizes NIC. Besides, Ruth’s
laughs – explicitly included in the quote – is food for thought as well. Shy and brief, let alone pronouncing
the word “colonialism” caused her discomfort. Reminding their past as a nation appears to be hurtful for
the Irish. This is why the decolonizing tone of new Irish cuisine makes total sense. By consolidating
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certain Irish food practices and identity markers, as well as revitalizing the Irish indigenous foodways,
an Irish cuisine strongly distinguishable from the British is being forged. This “decolonizing” facet is
further discussed in section 4.3.3.
As described, modern Irish cuisine conveys “authentic” attributes sought-after by global foodies,
common clients of NIC restaurants due to their high economic and cultural capital. Besides, Irish cuisine
craves for recognition and global attention. However, this thirst for distinction cohabits in tension with
more inward-looking and democratic ideals that seek to increase the local clientele and make a
meaningful impact on the community. I suggest that this outwardness is a remnant of colonialism but
also a product of modern globalization. Moreover, the decolonizing tone of new Irish cuisine seems to
fit in well within these frames as a counterreaction towards differentiation and self-identity.
After having seen how “the global” is represented in NIC, in the next section I expose why the local is
key for modern Irish chefs and contemporary Irish cuisine.

4.3.2 The local
The local is a fundamental conceptual sphere of knowledge through which this study has analyzed NIC.
It is the provenance of most ingredients used by NIC restaurants, a medium to engage with the local
community, an identity-making tool that can reinforce the sense of place of the inhabitants of a particular
region, etc. Acknowledging the local’s multifaceted nature, this chapter attempts to better understand
what motivates the “local” action in modern Irish restaurants and to categorize its significance for chefs.
For this purpose, I use the domains of meaning that Eriksen (2013) describes as typically attributed to
“local food”: geographical proximity, relational proximity and values of proximity. All source materials
collated in this research have been used to conceptualize the local in NIC, but the semi-structured
interviews have been the main object of analysis. Henceforth, the concepts presented throughout this
chapter have been primarily found discursively and further backed up with related academic literature.
As noted by Brunori (2007), local foods convey powerful meanings that touch on several spheres of
knowledge, such as ecology, aesthetics, ethics and politics; and it is this transgressive character what
I investigate further along the forthcoming lines.

4.3.2.1 Community, close relations, quality and seasonality
NIC bases on a localized strategy in which the ingredients’ provenance is rigidly the local area and
where chefs actively participate in the short food networks of their locales. This action is motivated by
different values that local foods are associated with. For the Irish chefs who have engaged in this
research, these fundamentally are the sense of community, the relationships of regard, quality, and
seasonality.
Beriss (2019) remarks the importance of food localization in the remaking of human communities. In
this respect, many modern sociologists have asserted that urbanization – and the consequent consumer
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“alienation” from the origin of products – might have been partly responsible for the weakening of
community ties in society. In fact, some authors claim that the recent popularity of alternative food
networks (AFNs) has been due to their ability to tackle this alienation (Robinson & Farmer, 2017; Beriss,
2019). Community is key for many of the chefs I have talked to, and that is why they all strongly support
the local “good food” networks in their areas. These are composed by small landholders of a myriad of
sorts, such as organic meat farmers, artisanal food producers, organic vegetable growers, local
fishmongers, bread makers, food foragers, etc. Chefs and producers reinforce each other’s businesses
by establishing direct relationships, what favors the local economy, promotes sustainable farming and
animal husbandry practices and strengthens the shareholders’ sense of place and community. Coming
up, I cite some specific examples that shed light on the rationale behind the chefs’ vehement support
to the local community. Darina Allen recognizes the importance of purchasing local foods because of
its positive contribution to the local economy: “you are putting money back into your local area...it’s
really important particularly in rural areas” (Darina Allen, 02/12/2019). Additionally, Denis Cotter
declares: “I think there is a misunderstanding...people say things like “I buy local because we have the
best produce in the world”...that’s not true, that’s the wrong motivation...buying local has to do with
community” (Denis Cotter, 04/12/2019). In this case, Denis strongly advocates localism for its capability
of “making” community and maybe all benefits associated to that: the strengthening of the local
economy, the forging of close and sound personal relations and a strong sense of place attachment,
amongst others. Interestingly, he refuses the relation made between local and quality as “the best one
could get”, not denying quality but encouraging for nonconformity as “it can always be better”. Such
quotes from Darina Allen and Denis Cotter exert how “local food” links to “community”. There is an
economic sense but also values related to social relations and sense of place. According to Eriksen
(2013), all these are values of proximity, positive attributes to local foods that motivate action and are
commonly constructed around local foods,
NIC chefs also support local foods due to the closeness of the social relations amongst participants of
the local food network. Sage (2003) uses the notion “relationships of regard” to study the ability of these
short supply chains to construct value and meaning. He concludes that personal relationships are a
significant non-economic dimension positively regarded in AFNs. Just as Erisksen (2013) categorizes
local food discourses as assertively meaning “relational proximity”. All NIC chefs work hand in hand
with local producers. As a result, restaurants sometimes serve as marketing assistance grounds where
diners find out about these farmer-chef collaborations. Customers are either told about these alliances
during the service or they are made explicit on the menu. Some of the restaurants I visited also list the
local producers they work with on their websites. These practices help create positive attributes around
Irishness, quality, and authenticity, in times when consumers are increasingly concerned about the
origin of the food and how it is raised (Duram & Cawley, 2012). Such farmer-chef or producer-chef
connections are highly beneficial for the chefs interviewed in this study. First, because they enhance
their sense of community, as I clarified previously. Second, these relations provide a channel for mutual
support and close interaction. Paul McDonald is pleased by the weekly visits of Stephen, his vegetable
grower and deliverer. They help each other and share their interests and motivations openly. Third,
these connections are a source of stories that customers like and more frequently demand. Darina Allen
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says: “customers love the fact that you are committed giving them a taste of that place, of that parish,
of that region” (Darina Allen, 02/12/2019).
Moreover, local food is intimately linked to the concept of quality. In recent years, this link has become
more evident for academics as well as for professionals working in the food industry. Quality, in this
case understood as a qualitative value and therefore relational and socially constructed. Goodman
(2003) argues that local food networks produce food tied to values such as sustainability, social justice,
taste, and distinctiveness, which are attributes associated with quality, a common “value of proximity”
given to local foods (Eriksen, 2013). For NIC chefs, who get their ingredients through AFNs in Cork and
Galway, quality appears to be, to a great degree, what makes them swing toward the local. Following,
the next quotes from the semi-structured interviews display how chefs express this “quality” in the
narratives studied:
“trying to find a very pure expression of the fantastic ingredients that we have here in Ireland,
especially in each restaurant’s area” (Bryan McCarthy, 07/11/2019). “It should reflect the
natural high quality of Irish products” (Hugo McCafferty, 11/01/2020). “we are producing some
of the best dairy, beef, you will get anywhere around the planet, not just in Ireland but on the
planet” (Kevin Aherne, 17/01/2019). “I think the problem is that Irish people had to have
needed to be told by other people how amazing particular things are before they are willing to
go “yes, they are amazing, now I’m going to stand up and, you know, champion these
things”…“my god, this produce is some of the best in the world”” (Richard Milnes, 09/12/2019).
These quotes are examples of the link made between local Irish foods and quality. With reference to
the last quote from Richard Milnes, the lack of confidence of Irish people have historically had towards
their own food arises once more. After analyzing the chefs’ discourses around quality, two attributes
appear to be the most insightful in the construction of quality: the way food is produced and the food’s
flavor. These interestingly coincide with two out of the three qualities of the concept “good food” defined
by Sage (2003) and utilized along this paper.
First and foremost, the production method. NIC chefs find quality in organic farming, small-scale
produced artisan specialties and foraged foods. For instance, the way scallops are picked have an
important impact on their quality for Paul McDonald (Paul McDonald, 20/11/2019). Noticing these
differences is a mark of the chefs’ culinary capital as well. Darina Allen and JP McMahon amid the
discussion “Building a Better Food Culture” clearly state their support to organic foods, that, though it is
now a popular call, remains an insignificant percentage of Ireland’s total agricultural production. JP
McMahon says: “Sweden is at 20% organic farming and we are at 2%, and the European average is
5%, so if we don’t want to get there, ever, we should stop pretending we are green, because we are
not” (Video 1 of Food on the Edge, 2019). This is a big discourse in Ireland nowadays, because
paradoxically it is sold as a green country with a beautiful scenery and quality food, but its agriculture
is very unsustainable. Moreover, by looking at the profile of the producers contacted in Cork, listed on
the Appendix 2, one could have a comprehensive view of the “small” and “distinctive” nature of these
small producers: fish smokers, artisan cheese and bread makers, organic growers, black pudding
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producers, and mushroom and seaweed foragers. Such characteristics on ecological type of production
and small scale are important values of proximity in local foods (Eriksen, 2013).
Secondly, the flavor. The interviewed chefs firmly assert that their choice to buy local products is
influenced by their taste. Bryan McCarthy says that local foods are picked at their best and for ripeness,
unlike commodity foods available in large retailers that are chosen for durability, storage and
appearance. Certainly, foods such as vegetables and fruits are harvested unripe so that they travel
longer without spoiling. Accordingly, Paul McDonald affirms that what binds his sourcing practices to
locality is that:
“things like vegetables and leaves...rely on how quickly they come from the ground to the plate,
so by pure nature...even if a guy in the Netherlands or in Jamaica is growing them much
better, by the time they get here they are rubbish” (Paul McDonald, 20/11/2019).
Richard Milnes, who has his own food garden at the back of his restaurant, says:
“when it’s picked fresh…that fresh, it’s, you know, you can’t touch it, there is nothing in the
world that can beat a vegetable or something that has been picked and cooked in a couple of
hours, there is no way to emulate that” (Richard Milnes, 09/12/2019).
Freshness, as seen above, “makes” quality and is an essential aspect in food for chefs. It is interestingly
dependent on geographical proximity, a fundamental dimension of the “local” in line with Eriksen (2013),
because only physical immediacy can warrant it. Contrastingly, Denis Cotter questions the freshness
of the produce on farmers markets’ stalls, because:
“if somebody can fly something from Peru in half a day…that’s just as fresh and you buy
something on a farmers’ market that was picked two days ago...where’s the freshness gone?”
(Denis Cotter, 04/12/2019).
Maybe, for chefs that get delivered their vegetables directly off the farm right after being picked the
difference between these and farmers markets’ greens might be noticeable. However, farmers only
gather twice a week at the farmers’ market, making logistically impossible to keep up with this “hoursago” freshness chefs appreciate. Apart from freshness, flavor distinction is found in artisan foods and
regional specialties associated with qualities like rusticity, tradition and authenticity, as well as in the
exotic element of foraged foods. These latter attributes are considered “values of proximity” related to
local foods described by Eriksen (2013).
Another characteristic aspect in the ethos of NIC is seasonality, as I have pointed out in section 4.2.1.
Being bound to locality enforces food to be harvested and eaten in accordance with the periods of the
year. This is not a constraint today when global food commodities travel easily around the world.
However, NIC chefs position themselves in favor of seasonal meals to avoid the intrinsic food miles that
non-seasonal products carry. Also, and most importantly, seasonality is a source of knowledge that
helps them better understand the products of their region and a source of motivation, inspiration and
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creativity that makes them reinvent continuously the combinations of ingredients and techniques and
incorporate authenticity onto their dishes (Duram & Cawley, 2012). As a result, ever-changing menus
are a sign of this attitude, essential in NIC. “the menu is written by the products, as opposed to writing
the menu and looking for the products” (JP McMahon, 19/11/2019). Henceforth, in line with Eriksen
(2013), seasonality would be a value of proximity that also depends on geographical nearness.
NIC chefs support local foods for their many positive values; qualities intrinsically linked to being local.
First, purchasing local foods reinforces the participants’ sense of community. Second, the direct
relations between actors in the local food network strengthen community ties, allow for flexibility and
mutual reinforcement and satisfy this consumers’ increasingly demanded connection. Third, quality
becomes also inextricably linked to local foods due to their superior flavor and ecological mode of
production. Lastly, the local permits cuisine to be seasonal, which is another key feature depicted by
NIC restaurants. Benjamin & Virkler (2016) argue that thanks to such virtues local producers have
encountered a market niche in which they are competitive unlike food commodities; not in price but in
quality and the other mentioned values. NIC chefs, as taste makers with culinary capital increasingly
more concerned with global issues such as climate change and food globalization, ruthlessly seek out
for flavors, exotic varieties and ecological foods, so they relish supporting these distinctive foods.

4.3.2.2 Global concerns and ingredients
NIC’s strong commitment to the local is to some degree a reactionary response against globalization.
As noted in the previous section, quality is determined by ecological, geographical and other distinctive
values conceived as opposing the “global food” set of values. NIC chefs are particularly against the
modus operandi of the global food system and its negatively-perceived outcomes: industrialized foods,
food miles, food culture homogenization and unsustainable farming and growing practices, amongst
others. I argue that these notions have a solid hold onto the chefs’ local practices. Along the next lines,
I detail the “global concerns” of NIC chefs as well as their little reliance on global food supply chains for
certain ingredients, which could be a sign of the dominance and rootedness of the corporate-led global
food system in Ireland but also worldwide.
Ireland is a nation that has become dominated by the corporate global system. The strong presence of
international retailers, global food chains and the Irish export-led industrialized agriculture are clear
signs of it. Irish cattle, beef, lamb, fish, butter and milk are on the shelves of every supermarket in
Europe and even around the world. This shows how involved Irish goods and services are in the global
market. In fact, Ireland is ranked sixth on the Index of Economic Freedom 2020, what indicates how
liberal Irish economy is (The Heritage Foundation, 2020). Industrialization and liberalism paved the way
for what the current global food system looks like. “Irish farming had become geared towards what can
we grow the most of, the biggest quantity, with the least risk, sell it for a price that we can make the
most money, and it had gone away from farmers who were growing 15-20-25 crops to single-crop
farming or, you know, 3 or 4 crops in rotation” (Bryan McCarthy, 07/11/2019). The accession to the EEC
in 1973 marked the transition of Irish farming towards the modernized and productivist rationale of the
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Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). The colonial economic pattern found in Ireland helped to
successfully undergo this transition. CAP was launched in 1962 as a common policy to all EU members
based on a system of agricultural subsidies for farmers. After the Second World War, a stable and
affordable supply of food was wanted to be guaranteed to all European citizens. For that, productivism
was key. This ethos led to the massive transformation of the Irish farming systems that Bryan McCarthy
describes above, what consequently brought sudden demographic changes in rural and urban spaces.
Technology replaced human labor, large chemical inputs were rewarded, and production became
increasingly specialized (Crowley, 2003; The European Commission, 2020). Such measures have
arguably led into the global food system that Ireland is part of, which is targeted with criticisms from
many different angles nowadays: negative environmental impact of monocropping, large chemical
inputs, inefficient land use and animal welfare; public health concerns due to diet-related diseases; food
waste and oversupply; anti-development output for developing countries; and disincentives for small
landholders.
For instance, mass-manufactured and fast foods associated with this global corporate regime are seen
as hurdles for chefs seeking for quality and distinction. Irish chefs commonly discourse their disliking
towards ultra-processed foods. As stated in section 4.1.4, JP McMahon does not even consider fast
food as it were part of Irish food culture. Moreover, Darina Allen talks about real food in a time when
processed products and ready-to-go meals are ubiquitous: “at a time when is almost impossible to get
real food...this is the thing that everybody is desperate to find, real food” (Darina Allen, 02/12/2019).
The “real food” term meaning coincides to a great extent with our definition of “good food”: local, smallscale produced, eco-friendly and tasty.
Also, chefs see global trade agreements as obstacles that hamper the (re)localization of the food
system. Paul McDonald says: “I spoke to these fishermen to buy a box for the winter and they said, “no,
everything goes into the truck”. The truck goes to France or the truck goes to Spain, but yeah, they get
more money and it’s financial sense to them” (Paul McDonald, 20/11/2019). Similarly, Richard Milnes
points out: “something I learned over there which I found quite strange was the sea bass, you know
Irish sea bass, you come over to Ireland and you can’t get Irish sea bass, you go over to England and
you can get Irish sea bass” (Richard Milnes, 09/12/2019). Both Paul and Richard bring up another
economic constraint of the global food system. Although Irish fishermen catch far over of the fish needed
for domestic consumption, most of what is caught is not accessible in the Irish markets but abounds in
other European markets.
Academics and public bodies agree upon the economic, social and environmental unsustainability of
the current system and advocate a paradigm shift (Goodman & Goodman, 2007; Patel, 2012). As a
response to this, a “quality turn” in food production, distribution and consumption has been described
by a growing number of scholars. The alternative agri-food networks (AFNs) serve as an example of
this “turn”, which operate at the margins of the mainstream and industrialized food system (Goodman,
2003; Parga-Dans & González, 2017). In Ireland, both food systems coexist; the mainstream and the
alternative; the global and the local. NIC, as stated along the paper, strongly commits to favor these
AFNs and give voice to the farmers, growers, and artisans that supply their ingredients. Five out of the
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eight restaurants investigated include a list or a statement of their local food suppliers. On their online
menus, half of them state the food provenance, especially along with meats, fish and cheeses.
Nonetheless, being fully local is challenging and for some products reliance on global supply chains is
inevitable. Along the next quotes, I present a few declarations given by NIC chefs about the products
they need to import. Bryan McCarthy states: “spices, sugar, yeah, we use a certain amount of citrus in
the bar not really in the restaurant, I think it’s ok to use all those ingredients” (Bryan McCarthy,
07/11/2019). JP McMahon, accordingly, says “we use no products that do not grow in Ireland except
sugar and white flour” (JP McMahon, 19/11/2019). Similarly, Darina Allen points out that “what we don’t
produce locally around the area, we would, of course, think of having Irish and then after that, of course
we use spices and so on” (Darina Allen, 02/12/2019). Kevin Aherne admitted that sourcing all
ingredients within his 12-mile radius is practically impossible: “when it comes into salt, oils, you know,
vinegars, flours, that’s not (within the radius), anything that can be is” (Kevin Aherne, 17/01/2019).
Finally, Mark Jennings, who fully supports local foods and producers as much as he can, says that
“locality” does not stop him from buying non-local products. He says, “I do like spices and I do like
lemons, so I’m not going to not buy lemons or spices, it’s not a 100% Irish menu but…” (Mark Jennings,
20/11/2019). Spices, flour, sugar and citrus seem to be common ingredients that chefs get from outside
Ireland. Notice that the majority justified their non-local practices. This is because of the geographical
boundaries imposed by “the local” and the challenge of not going beyond. Thus, “local food” clearly
implies geographical proximity for chefs (Eriksen, 2013). Proximity here denotes the spatial or territorial
distance or radius within food is produced, distributed and consumed. And even though “local” sets
certain boundaries, their scale is highly variable (ibid.). For instance, Kevin Aherne delimits “local” in a
radius of 12 miles; JP McMahon and Mark Jennings include “local” as within Ireland but not beyond;
and Darina Allen would start from a closer “local” but that can be stretched upon convenience,
preference or whatsoever reason. However, despite this variability, it seems that the geographical
borders of Ireland would admit all definitions of “local”. Hence, in this context “Irish” becomes meaningly
close to “local”.
As noted, localism draws certain boundaries because without these, chefs would not have justified
themselves right away. Moreover, for chefs, the “local approach” also limits the sourcing to ingredients
nowadays found in Ireland but restrains the inclusion of “historical” ingredients at-any-other-time used
but not produced inland anymore. For instance, Irish food in the middle ages was characterized by a
heavy use of spices (Sexton, 2005). However, JP McMahon does not use spices because they are
currently not local or grown in Ireland. As a result, he finds challenging to incorporate both past and
future ingredients into modern Irish dishes while keeping it “local”. Denis Cotter, on his part, approaches
this restrictiveness quite differently. He says: “a cuisine that bans the use of spices...I have no interest
in that” (Denis Cotter, 04/12/2019). He thinks that being “local” does not mean getting fixated upon what
“is grown locally”; contrarily, Denis sees being “local” more of a platform to innovate and to broaden the
scope of foods that one “could grow” instead. Hence, he states: “if we could produce olive oil, we would,
if we could grow lemons, we would, maybe we will…” (Denis Cotter, 04/12/2019). In this case, the “local”
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is not the end but a strategy to work on. This fixity of localism connects well with the concept of terroir
that is further discussed in subsection 4.3.2.3.
Although the previous paragraphs have made clear the devotion of NIC to “the local” and its critique
against the global food system, globalization and economic liberalism have been pivotal for the
economic growth and welfare experienced in Ireland during the last thirty years. Liberal policies
regarding trade, low taxes and governmental grants for industrial corporations fueled a period of
massive economic growth in Ireland, culminated with the Celtic Tiger years. A period when this nation’s
trend of emigration turned around and became a common ground of immigrants, which fostered a
marked ethnic pluralism in the main urban areas. Hugo McCafferty corroborates the beneficial aspects
of the global Ireland: “Since the reunification of Germany, Ireland has positioned itself well to benefit
from globalization. This was necessary, as we have no indigenous industry of our own. What followed
was 30 years of spectacular economic growth” (Hugo McCafferty, 11/01/2020). And this prosperous
economy is thought to have spurred the Irish hospitality sector as discussed the section 4.1.2.
Irish chefs support local foods and short food supply chains partly because of their concerns on the
global corporate-led food system regarding sustainability, health and food quality. They draw the vast
majority of their ingredients from local sources except for very few that need to be imported. This is an
instance of how the local in NIC clearly operates in the domain of geographical proximity reported by
Eriksen (2013). And although it takes up different scales for chefs, Ireland’s geopolitical borders might
set the furthest possible boundaries of what is local. Besides, I argue that “the local” in NIC, apart from
imposing contextual limits in the geographical sense, seems to be conditional in a more functional
context: what it offers is being “exploited” and utilized as it were untouchable, blindfolding chefs from
the “exploration” of its full potential. I reflect further on this notion in the upcoming section. Moreover,
NIC sees the global food system as a threat for their source of quality and distinction. By contrast, the
global market has also been an obvious contributor to Ireland’s late economic growth and wealth. This
prosperity appears to have permitted the hospitality industry and thus NIC restaurants to thrive as they
never did before.

4.3.2.3 Terroir, localism and Irishness
Local foods are essential in the making of the taste of place. The French concept of terroir helps
conceptualize the taste of a place as a unique outcome of the synergies between a locale, its people,
and the characteristics of a product, or in this case, a cuisine. Here, similarly, Irish terroir gives meaning
to the distinctive character of the Irish landscape, Irish people and the quality associated with the
products coming from Irish soil. It embraces values of “Irishness”, quality, artisanship and sustainability
amid times of intense agricultural and food industrialization (Demossier, 2011).
NIC comprises “cuisines de terroir” or local cuisines that concentrate on cooking with local foods and
native specialties of the area. Hence, Irish chefs are devoted to give the diner a “real taste of that place”.
Sage, Kevin Aherne’s restaurant is an example of that. He says that:
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“the restaurant is kind of a platform for the produce within this area...you won’t get a meal like
you will have here anywhere else in the world, because is the produce from the area” (Kevin
Aherne, 17/01/2019).
Aniar, the flagship restaurant of JP McMahon is another instance of a terroir-driven cuisine. On their
website, it is stated the following:
“our food comes from the specific place that is the west of Ireland. We hope to reveal the
distinct and various food stuffs that make up our particular landscape, through our farms, the
wildlands and the shores that surround us” (Aniar, 2020).
They are thus committed to providing the diner with an experience through Irish terroir, as a way to
celebrate and champion the quality and uniqueness of the Irish landscape, peoples and foods.
Contrastingly, Denis Cotter criticizes this terroir-based approach because of its market-oriented use.
He says, “I think it gets close to ridiculous when it gets a little bit like that (terroir), because that’s really
a chef trying to create a unique selling point” (Denis Cotter, 04/12/2019). Place-based foods and
cuisines use terroir for distinction and exclusiveness. And NIC’s current reborn status and reputation
have strongly benefitted from it. This research was not meant to investigate deeply into the marketdriven nature of terroir, so there is nothing conclusive in this regard. Despite that, Irish terroir is clearly
an essential concept in NIC for its distinction- and identity-making ability.

The distinctiveness of terroir can serve to define the identity of a place and its peoples through its foods.
Take the example of the New Nordic Cuisine. NNC creates the Nordic terroir to produce locality, sense
of place and social identity, by means of dietary offers, practices and discourses “native” to the Nordic
landscape (Hermansen, 2012). This is a key coinciding aspect of modern Irish gastronomy and Nordic
cuisine. Especially, for locals, who develop a sense of place around these identity markers, but also for
outsiders, who visit these places in the search for “authenticity” (Sims, 2009). And considering the
identity longing felt toward Irish food elaborated in section 4.1.3, I argue that Irish chefs – as well as the
governmental bodies – employ “local foods” or Irish terroir to produce “locality” and construct a
“stronger” sense of identity around Irish food. Irish terroir is thus constructed and created as a “strategy”
through which NIC’s ambitions can be accomplished. This happens fundamentally via two different
platforms. First, the global path, where Irish terroir and quality foods are shown to the outside world and
its epicurean community so that Ireland acquires reputation, distinction and fame as a culinary
destination. Recognition is a source of satisfaction, national pride and identity that “restores” the “identity
longing” experienced by Irish chefs. Second, the local path, which is flooded by food initiatives, local
advertising, cookery courses and cookbooks that attempt to democratize the Irish “good food”, widen
the appreciation of the Irish terroir and construct a shared and proud sense of identity around it. This is
part of the discourse of democracy versus distinction discussed in section 4.1.4. Therefore, hereby
terroir is defined as an “strategy” used by NIC that uses localism – the support and value to the local –
to gather reputation, consolidate certain practices, and construct a “new” and “distinctive” identity. Irish
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terroir is also a distinction-making counterreaction to food globalization and industrialization. A small
“quality” mark in an Ireland dominated by the corporate-led food system.
Interestingly, even though localism and terroir are the chefs’ tools to create identity and distinctiveness,
some participants contest these concepts for their boundary-making nature. In the previous section this
topic has already been introduced. Denis Cotter declared his uninterested position towards a cuisine
that banned the use of spices or any other food not representing Irish terroir nor locally found
(Subsection 4.3.2.2). In this same tone, Mark Jennings also questions the terroir-driven approach of
having to focus only on ingredients found within a specific locale. Referring to the Nordic style of viewing
cuisine, he says:
“we can grow tomatoes and chilies here and we can grow cabbages to make kimchi, you know
like Japanese style kimchies, so I do not see why the Nordic...it’s strong, it is very nice to go
that way because it is what suits Irish climate, but I just don’t think it is realistic in the modern
concept of what we can grow here” (Mark Jennings, 20/11/2019).
He challenges the Nordic approach of working with what is grown in the landscape because it defines
identity boundaries with food that halt – or blind – the exploration of what can be grown. What if one
grows Brazilian cassava or mangos in Finland, could these ingredients be used and incorporated in the
Nordic cuisine or will it be seen as betraying the Nordic identity? Mark likes to make Japanese kimchies,
Mexican moles and Indian curries and some of the ingredients needed for these preparations are not
grown in Ireland. Therefore, he seeks to investigate the full potential of the Irish land and see whether
“new” foods are suitable for the local Irish soil and climate conditions. Terroir, on the contrary, for being
bound to identity, seems to be “reluctant” towards these innovations.
On a previous quote in subsection 4.3.2.2, JP McMahon admitted his struggle to incorporate old Irish
ingredients – not currently produced in Ireland – into NIC’s “local lenses” because he had to import
them and thus surpass the local boundaries. He describes localism as a two-sided notion. On the one
side, he says: “localism, when done right, has the ability to transform regions into gastronomic havens
and turn their economies around” (A note from the symposium director, 2019). This connects with the
economic benefits that supporting local foods can have for the local community (Subsection 4.3.2.1) as
well as with the distinction-making nature of terroir and local foods. On the other side, I quote him:
“localism has the ability to destroy new and emerging communities...often localism ignores the historical
aspects of migration, that is, how travel and people moving from place to place have defined us, shaped
who we are” (A note from the symposium director, 2019). Localism in this case is seen more as an
inward-looking and static concept, that, can lead to be reactionary in the face of new arrivals, be food
or people. A fact that connects well with Massey (2010), who says that whatever the reason of doing
localism is “it has been part of what has given rise to defensive and reactionary responses – certain
forms of nationalism, sentimentalized recovering of sanitized “heritages”, and outright antagonism to
newcomers and outsiders”. And to refuse this antagonism, JP McMahon uses “migration” as “the
movement that has shaped all human populations and identities” to undermine the rigidity of localism
in that sense. In fact, he thinks localism does not need to imply getting fixated upon identity, it should
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be inclusive, modern and outward-looking. A reflection that intimately links to Massey’s (2010) notion
on a “global sense of place”. JP states: “Ireland is a country of migrants and immigrants, like, for
thousands of years, people have come, and people have gone, and we have to understand that to
define Irish food” (Video 1 of Food on the Edge, 2019). This is especially relevant when addressing
what is Irish and what is not. An open notion of Irishness is suggested in this last quote. That is, Irish
is everything produced within the geographical borders delimiting Ireland. Thus, in this case, “Irishness”
does not need to be defined to what is traditionally Irish because what has become tradition once was
not.
Irish terroir is key for Irish cuisine because it helps construct “identity” by creating distinction and
promoting the uniqueness of Irish foods, lands and peoples. This is why localism and local foods are
pivotal for NIC. This distinction is what helps develop a “proud” sense of identity around Irish food,
desired by chefs, producers and public agencies as highlighted throughout this paper. However, chefs
have also uncovered some downsides of localism, as it can lead to antagonist attitudes towards new
foods and peoples. These postures directly relate to one’s sense of place and identity (Massey, 2010),
so forthcoming in this section, I reflect on the chefs’ perceptions about the notion of “Irishness” to reveal
the nature of the “local” in NIC.
Food is material culture highly charged with symbolism and thus intimately coupled to the formation and
expression of identity (Dietler, 2007; BouAynaya, 2016). NIC has emerged with aspirations to redefine
Irish food identity by means of using Irish terroir to elevate the gastronomic reputation of the nation. As
noted, this is partly driven by the “identity longing” felt by Irish chefs, product of entangled historical,
economic and cultural reasons. Nonetheless, I have not yet addressed what the chefs’ perception about
Irish food is. Forthcoming, I provide insight into their notions and ideas. I refer to it as Irishness, which
entails all symbolic, cultural and political streams of knowledge that constitute what Irish food may be
for this research’s participants. Chefs, as tastemakers and “good food” ambassadors, occupy a high
position within the social structures in the discernment of taste (Bourdieu, 1984). Thus, the class
dimension in their conception of Irishness is accounted. In this search, NIC chefs were asked about
what was what made their food Irish or generally what was Irish food for them. After a systematic
analysis of their discourses, I categorize how it is understood in three different dimensions of meaning.
First, Irishness as “of anything produced within the Irish territory”. Whether or not they include Northern
Irish foods and traditions was not queried. Denis Cotter says: “food made here is Irish food, and that
goes also for the food of an Indian-Irish restaurant, you know, he buys local ingredients, he makes
Indian food from it” (Denis Cotter, 04/12/2019). JP McMahon thinks similarly: “what makes food Irish is
the geography of Ireland…that defines the limits of what we can call Irish” (JP McMahon, 19/11/2019).
Himself also in the panel discussion “Building a Better Food Culture” touches on the problematic of
defining Irish food. He says: “I would rather think about Irish food as the food that is cooked in Ireland,
on the island, as oppose to trying to define what is Irish food...because, I think, a Brazilian cooking in
Ireland today is producing Irish food just as much as I’m producing Irish food” (Video 1 of Food on the
Edge, 2019). It closely follows Denis Cotter’s argument. Irishness, in this sense, encloses all foods
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cooked and prepared on the island, not only what is traditionally recognized as Irish. Certainly, an open
notion of Irishness because food nowadays in Ireland goes far beyond Irish customs. Today’s Ireland
is a cosmopolitan and multi-ethnic nation with a wide range of food choices and cultures in the country.
Whether these ethnic groups have the same notion of Irishness around food has not been investigated
though. Moreover, the fact of using local Irish ingredients also categorizes the food as Irish. Denis Cotter
affirms that in the quote given above. Similarly, Bryan McCarthy claims Irishness in his food because
his ingredients are Irish too:
“I would say, again, it’s still influenced by the Mediterranean but using Irish ingredients, it’s
influenced by the Nordic countries but using Irish ingredients” (Bryan McCarthy, 07/11/2019).
Likewise, Mark Jennings asserts: “I call anything Irish food in my mind once it is made of Irish
produce, like I’m really happy when I see a dish going out “oh, everything is Irish in that”, you
know, but it might not be Irish in concept so might be Japanese in style or something, but that
is like Irish food” (Mark Jennings, 20/11/2019).
They both prioritize the provenance of the ingredients when defining Irish food. This reflects the global
nature of new Irish cuisine, which, despite of being highly localized, is a melting pot of cultural influences
and styles.
Second, Irishness as “of anything symbolically and traditionally Irish”, i.e., (local) foods, recipes, skills,
and techniques associated with Irish food culture – as handed down through generations. Darina Allen
states that Irish chefs and cooks should have the confidence “to incorporate some of the local foods,
some of the foods of our traditional food culture into our menus” (Darina Allen, 02/12/2019). As though
Irishness should include foods associated with Irish culture and customs. Paul McDonald uses the dish
“bacon and cabbage” as an example of what is traditionally Irish, whose symbolism should be
respected, but also to describe how global and modern techniques get into play with traditional cooking
methods when he cooks it. He says:
“bacon and cabbage is Ireland’s staple since the famine thing…we have had bacon and
cabbage (in the menu)…and I drew from that that is bacon and cabbage, a really old dish…but
we really slowly braise it, make some confit shallots…the cabbage is confited in butter which
is another old technique, there was also crispy cabbage, maybe a newer technique, and then
we do the potato, we smoke the potato, which is an old technique, but then we turn it into a
foam, espuma, which is a new technique…” (Paul McDonald, 20/11/2019).
This latter quote depicts that tradition is embedded in what Irishness means for him, but modern cuisine
sets free to reinvent these inherited dishes. Besides, what is Irish today might only be a little part of
what Irishness may mean. This is key to understand the aspirations of NIC in redefining Irish food. JP
McMahon is clear about this:
“people think about (Irish food) in the last 200 years, but people have been in Ireland for 10000
years, and you could look at a lot of different places in time and pick a different identity from
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that, and I think we need to try and look at all of those rather than trying to get a quick fix”
(Video 1 of Food on the Edge, 2019).
Irish food history appears to be essential for most chefs to redefine Irish food. This nurtures the
motivation of NIC chefs to “rediscover” and “revive” old Irish foods and techniques that were forgotten
or somewhat lost throughout history but that still hold meaning for Ireland. Bryan McCarthy says:
“some techniques never got an opportunity to develop and progress over a period of time that
would have given us a cuisine that we could nationally identify with, so, they were all lost, so
now we have got chefs rediscovering all of those things and figuring out so, how do we take
that that was working 150 years ago, 200 years ago, 500 years ago, a thousand years ago in
the case of the fulachtaí fiadh” (Bryan McCarthy, 07/11/2019).
Interesting is the far-off time frame the chefs mean when they say they are playing catch-up. Most of
them are interested in all periods of Irish history. Regina Sexton is his book “A little history of Irish food”
also notes the “rescuing” of traditional foods by Irish cuisine that “over time faded from consciousness”
(Sexton, 2001). This “rediscovering” sense is partly fulfilled by foraging, which has become a common
practice amongst Irish chefs. Mark Jennings asserts he forages food because “you are trying to
rediscover what being Irish is, you know, yeah, it is definitely where to go” (Mark Jennings, 20/11/2019).
Foraging also reinforces the sense of place and helps chefs gain a deeper understanding of the Irish
landscape (Hall, 2013). It has maybe become popular as a response to the place-detaching
globalization and their desire to reformulating Irish cuisine. In short, Irishness for chefs is about tradition
and old customs that nowadays form part of the national food culture. A food culture that they aim to
reinvent and redefine by incorporating historical elements that may have been lost over the years.
Besides considering the past a key element of Irishness in cuisine, it also involves modernity and
openness toward innovation. Accordingly, JP McMahon says that Irish cuisine should “not only portray
an historical approach, but also look to the future and the different trends that are happening around
the world” (JP McMahon, 19/11/2019).
Third and last, this is a hodgepodge domain where I have included notions of Irishness that did not fit
in the previous categories. Richard Milnes gives a striking response:
“if I was really at the question what is Irish food, I would have to say Irish food is a soup and a
sandwich, is salad and chips, is burgers, is subway, is, you know, that’s Irish food because,
there is a lot of chefs that are going “oh, some lobster jelly with sea urchin and they kind of go
and say this is Irish food”, you know, this is not Irish food, 99% of the Irish population wouldn’t
put that in their mind…I’m not cooking Irish food, I’m cooking my own food, I’m cooking food
that I love” (Richard Milnes, 09/12/2019).
Irish food for Richard is what the majority of the population consumes on a daily basis. And today, it is
surely not modern Irish gastronomy, nor Indian, Polish, Syrian nor Japanese cuisine. The Irish dietary
habits of the present times are characterized by the marked presence of industrialized foods and fast-
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food chains; foods that have become to some degree “Irish” as well, although they are not strongly
rooted to any identity or culture. On the other hand, this fact manifests that cuisine and “good food”
practices advocated by NIC chefs are still a niche. Just as “good food” alternative networks. The
question is whether these will one day become the mainstream, or they are just by nature an alternative
of the mainstream.
The notion of Irishness in food for NIC chefs conveys a territorial and open meaning that includes all
chefs – regardless ethnicity and cultural type of food cooked – whose cooking occurs in Ireland and use
Irish produce. Also, Irishness includes tradition – the Irish food heritage – as well as modernity, with
regard to NIC’s receptive assimilation of global influences, “rescued” old foods and techniques and
future ingredients. Finally, Irishness in cuisine is in tension with the global industrial system, which
seems to dominate Irish food. After having shown how global and local realities merge and coexist in
this gastronomic movement, Irishness might also be shared by these two dimensions. While localism
and heritage are essential in NIC, multiculturalism and cosmopolitanism also stand deeply rooted in
modern Irish cuisine. Irishness in NIC resembles the bidimensional nature of Irish identity discussed by
Mays (2005). On the one hand, I cite him, “the tragic history of emigration and the Irish diaspora have
in a very real sense made Irishness long since a global identity”. Yet, on the other hand, Ireland also
firmly signifies “roots, belonging, tradition” (ibid.).

4.3.3 The (post)colonial
4.3.3.1 Banal nationalism and decolonization
I have argued throughout this paper that modern Irish cuisine is to some extent a response to
globalization. It strongly focuses on local foods, supports the sustainability associated with “good food”
and dislikes global and industrially-produced foodstuffs. Place in NIC becomes a key designation of
distinction and meaning – the Irish terroir – that drives and motivates the food choices and preparations
of chefs. However, the designation of these local cuisines is not “local” but national. Despite the
narrower geographical origins of these cuisines, NIC seems to be a resource used to symbolize a
nation-wide thus “Irish” distinctiveness. And I have claimed that these practices and their national scope
seek to demarcate Ireland as a distinct and attractive gastronomic nation
wide. Even though chefs might have felt that they were deprived of a reputable culinary heritage in
Ireland, the progress made and the current situation of Ireland in the culinary world scene appears to
be triumphant. As a result, there is a vivid positivism around this new national identity and a powerful
sense of pride around the quality of Irish foods and cuisine that might be seen as a form of banal
nationalism. This latter is a term coined by Billig (1995), that refers to daily nationalism forged by
creating symbolic national meaning in everyday practices. Then, it clearly moves away from radical
sorts. New Irish cuisine and its favorable trajectory expresses national success that still strives to
become greater. For instance, as highlighted in subsection 4.3.2.1, the quality linked to Irish produce
and local producers is an explicit source of national pride. This “sense of quality” existed long before
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this novel identity, but now it has become strengthened and more popular than ever partly thanks to the
global attention that Ireland is recently receiving. Outcome of the successful strategies implemented by
Fáilte Ireland jointly with Bord Bia and the outright involvement of locals food producers and chefs. Now,
there is a general feeling of satisfaction as though the image of Irish food have been upgraded. E.g.,
Fáilte Ireland has published on its tourism strategy that “whilst perception of Irish food has improved,
much work remains to be done in the years ahead“, recognizing the success of the previous food
strategy (2014-2016), that concentrated on changing the reputation of Irish food. The fact of being
gradually more recognized internationally, the close contact with global chef celebrities, the growing
number of awarded restaurants, and the large number of food events and initiatives construct positive
feelings towards the Irish nation. I felt this positivism and pride among the Irish people I met at FOTE19.
In fact, it shocked me in such a way that I wrote in my fieldwork diary: “everyone knows that Ireland is
changing its relation to food…it is nice to see how excited they are…I feel like I’m also being part of it”
(Notes, 20/10/2019). This thought could have also been product of my own excitement and how
comfortable they made me feel, I do not doubt it. But I surely remember the long conversations I had
with Irish foodies and volunteers and they all seemed very enthusiastic; Irish food was something to be
rejoicing of.
This banal nationalism might be the result of a (post)colonial holdover. In the search for distinctiveness
and an own Irish identity, NIC chefs have constructed an eclectic cuisine “taking” the Nordic model and
focusing on the peculiarities and uniqueness of Irish foods, lands and traditions. All this with the end
goal of reviving and redefining “Irishness” in food via NIC a bit in the sense of rediscovering the nonBritish Irish food heritage to thus create a Gaelic-like sentiment with whom modern Irish people feel
strongly identified with. Similarly, Mac Con Iomaire (2018) defines this culinary movement as a “Celtic
food revival”, as though they tend to avoid their British past and influences. Hence, this banal Irish
nationalism appears to be a complex product resulting from the (post)colonial nature of Ireland as a
nation. Herewith, I argue that NIC and its symbolism is serving as a nation-building strategy,
characteristic of decolonizing processes, that seeks to uplift food as a national symbol of distinctiveness
and self-identity.
When I started this project, my first raw hypothesis was that this gastronomic fashion in Ireland had
emerged as an “Irish food declaration of independence and sovereignty”. Ireland, despite of becoming
independent nearly one century ago, is still ground of nationalist cultural manifestations showing certain
disavowal toward Briticism or just searching for the reappreciation and reincorporation of Irish Gaelic
identity markers ways as a nation- and identity-building response. As noted above, New Irish cuisine
and the “quality” of local Irish foods have been employed as tools to construct and reinforce the Irish
national identity. Also, noticeable is the increasing emergence of culinary nationalisms in many former
colonies: India (Appadurai, 1988), Belize (Wilk, 1999), Taiwan (Chuang, 2009), Peru (Wilson, 2011).
Ireland seems to be another example of these. I argue that NIC holds a nationalistic character that
arises due to the (post)colonial status of Irish society. Chefs, amidst the interviews, were asked about
their past and guided towards deeper reflection about the “Celtic” tone of this movement. Even though
there was not a uniform response, there were several interesting comments. E.g, expressions of
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disavowal towards Ireland’s British past as well as affirmations on the “Gaelic” focus on their historical
approach. To begin with, Bryan McCarthy states:
“I do not want to be England bashing but, you know, they destroyed our language, they tried
to breed us out…and there was a lot of things like seaweeds that were used a lot 150-200
years ago, and we were not using them anymore, can you imagine if Japan had been
conquered and they were told they can’t speak Japanese anymore and use seaweed anymore
in your cuisine?” (Bryan McCarthy, 07/11/2019).
This quote closely connects with the metaphor of the “blank page” highlighted in section 4.1.3. Even
though it emphasizes on the socio-cultural calamitous effects the famine had on the native Irish, it also
relates to the outcome of almost five centuries of British subjugation. Colonialism had a tremendous
impact on the Irish Gaelic culture because it “halted” its development and progress. Accordingly, JP
McMahon also affirms that:
“there is an interest in…in one sense there is a certain recovery of a kind of native Irish attitude,
particularly when we are looking back trying to create a food culture” (JP McMahon,
19/11/2019).
NIC chefs, in reconstructing “Irishness” and bringing back old traditions and techniques seem to have
inclined themselves more towards what’s not British and adopted a more “native Irish approach”. Yet,
despite considering that NIC takes on more of a conceptual Celtic food revival, Briticism is inextricably
embedded in Irish history, so why not taking the most out of it? JP McMahon meditates on this:
“in the recent years there is also a revival of that…a revival of “well, they were Irish as well”
because we kind of, when we became independent we wanted to throw all that away and we
wanted to say “ok, let’s just forget about the last 500 years and just get to before that, when
we were kind of the Celtic people or something like that”. But the last years for me is about
investigating those houses (Anglo-Irish Big houses) and looking upon them in a way that have
a dual heritage, “ok yes, they were descendants of English people but they were living and
cooking food in Ireland”, yes that they were a different class of people but they were still Irish
and I think we only started to reclaim that, because for a long time we rejected it because we
saw that’s not ourselves or that was not us, but there is a lot in that, because they also drew
upon Irish traditions as well as English traditions, so there is a duality there and becomes very
complex I think when you try and separate the food of what they called the British Isles” (JP
McMahon, 19/11/2019).
He admits that the initial reaction was markedly “anti-British”. This happened with Catholicism in the
Ireland after independence, which became a strong symbol of the Irish national identity for its differential
character with British Protestantism (White, 2010). Parallelly but given the clear differences, NIC
appears to have also emphasized on what is “purely” Irish and what represents the “Gaelic Irish”.
Nevertheless, JP McMahon states that he is now interested in the Anglo-Irish typical customs because
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there is a dual identity that also forms part of what Irishness may be. Perhaps the first approach was
blinded by a more nationalistic reaction looking for “symbolic independence, whereas now there might
be a more comprehensive and meditated view developed over the years. In the search for a “distinctive
Irishness”, in this paper I discuss about the use of the “global” – in this case the Nordic model – as a
suitable plan that has helped Irish chefs to develop a reputable cuisine the least comparable to the
British. This fact is thought to have given modern Irish cuisine a “bonus” distinction that could explain
why it has become a key piece on Irish tourism strategies. Mark is transparent about this: “I think the
Nordic cuisine allowed us that new path very close to us…so we were allowed to be for the first time
Northern hemisphere but not British” (Mark Jennings, 20/11/2019). See Chapter 5 for further reflection.
The recent success of Irish cuisine and local foods – national and internationally – is experienced as a
positive historical moment for celebration and pride towards a “new” Irish food symbolism. It has been
the product of a joint effort of different actors fundamentally represented by committed local producers
and farmers, culinary experts and public institutions. Irish food is now more than ever a discourse of
banal nationalism, even though all stakeholders admit that there is still much work ahead. This
nationalism seems coherent considering the (post)colonial nature of Ireland as a nation. I argue that
the revival of a “Gaelic Irish tone” through NIC has been strongly supported for its distinction-making
capacity – a plus of difference from the British. In addition, I propose that the “global” (Nordic) has
provided Irish chefs a clear way towards this “distinction”.

Chapter 5. Discussion and conclusions
This research has been designed and conducted to understand the nature of a novel gastronomic
movement in Ireland and its relation to relevant social processes such as globalization and colonialism.
The investigation goals have been set to find answer to the posed research questions. First, the study
has intended to provide insight into what character, traits, influences and common views define modern
Irish cuisine as well as to explore possible events, of any nature, that have had a positive sway in the
development of this trend. Second, new Irish cuisine has served as a lens to analyze the triad globallocal-(post)colonial as all-three intertwined dynamics, to determine how influential these processes
have been in its construction. These notions are considered of significance in the field of sociology of
foodways and thus valuable to further comprehend how these socio-cultural processes shape
contemporary food identities.
To address these questions, I have utilized different research methods: media analysis, literature
review, semi-structured interviews and participant observation. Both interviews and participant
observation are the main data sources and were performed during the three-month period of fieldwork
in Ireland. After all, eight interviews with chefs and one with an Irish food journalist were conducted,
recorded, transcribed and coded. The participant observation was conducted right upon arrival in
Ireland when I attended the gastronomic event Food on the edge 2019 in the city of Galway. After
coding the data and reflecting upon the patterns encountered, the results were written with a
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comprehensive literature support. Subsequently, in this section I stress how research findings relate to
the research questions and how they connect to ongoing academic debates. Finally, some remarks,
research limitations and suggestions for future investigations are discussed.

5.1 What is new Irish cuisine and what factors have led to its renaissance?
New Irish cuisine can be defined as a culinary identity supported by a growing generation of Irish chefs
that is gaining global recognition. The main common characteristics found in the modern Irish
restaurants analyzed in this study are the appreciation for local produce, the discourse of “Irishness”
(food defined as “Irish”), the importance of seasonality, foraging as an ordinary practice and an avantgardism interestingly combined with tradition. And just as they all share certain beliefs, I have hemmed
them in a common cuisine or style, but this indeed may be branded as inaccurate by some. I admit my
struggle in grouping all chefs within the same frame – new Irish cuisine – because differences are as
pronounced as commonalities. Their style, background, culinary influences, ethos, and ambitions are
highly varied. Rather, not as a matter of homogenizing their personal cuisines but as a modest intent to
better represent the actual Irish culinary scene, I have sought after common patterns. In fact, I believe
this effort carries the essence of what NIC is: an eager generation of well-educated chefs with
experiences overseas and high regard to other food cultures who bring all that back to Ireland and
produce locally-sourced and cosmopolitan-in-style Irish food. Moreover, I see it as a novel culinary
culture confined to the high-profile restaurant scene that aims to redefine the conception of Irish food
culture nation-widely and internationally. Therefore, the need of a democratic discourse.
As highlighted in sections 4.1.4, 4.3.1.2 and 4.3.2.3, NIC discursively operates in a tension between
opposing ideologies of democracy and distinction. Chefs have overtly expressed their desire to
democratize “good food” practices, by making good Irish food economically more accessible and/or
promoting initiatives to widen the reach of their cultural food preferences and boost the appreciation of
the Irish terroir. For that, a “local” strategy targeting the domestic market has been taken. Concurrently,
status and distinction cohabit dialectical and ideologically in tension with these latter democratic notions.
Indeed, only few people can value and understand NIC’s cultural preferences as they are product of
power relations, class inequalities and social hierarchies. Distinction is created by giving social meaning
to cultural practices, in this case a “cuisine”, shared by social agents with high culinary capital (and
economic, symbolic and social). Irish terroir and local foods have been the means through which Irish
cuisine has constructed its uniqueness. Moreover, NIC’s global strategy has uplifted distinctiveness in
Irish cuisine via recognition in the field of global highbrow gastronomy. Johnston and Baumann (2014)
comprehensively describe this tension in the American foodie discourse. This study corroborates that
this tension is also present in the realm of Irish gastronomy. Besides, Johnston and Baumann (2014)
point out that democratic mindfulness clearly prevails over a “minimal awareness of the power relations,
class inequalities and ethnic hierarchies that shape cultural food choices”. NIC chefs’ discourses reflect
this imbalance as well.
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NIC advocates for food practices and choices that are product of a high “taste” that is learned through
education and socialization highly dependent on class and occupation (Bourdieu, 1984). So, while chefs
defend the democratization of good food, they are simultaneously and discursively constructing “highquality” and highbrow eating. As said, Irish terroir and local foods have been these “high” distinctive
markers that have allowed chefs to elevate the status of Irish cuisine. As explained throughout this
study, the longing for a “stronger” identity has led to this search for reputation in cuisine. This sentiment
has various roots. First, the historical circumstances Ireland has gone through as a country seem to
have halted the development of “quality” around Irish food and the pride and confidence created upon
that. Second, the culinary as well as the social, economic and symbolic capital of chefs, that, after
having travelled around the world and learned from other cuisines, have perceived Irish cuisine as if it
were not as good and distinguished as others. Ergo, this explains why chefs are the initiators and
primary social agents involved in this movement. In the pursuit for reputation and distinction, a localized
approach has been taken local quality foods coming from artisan food producers and small landholders
nurturing the ingredient list of local cuisines have redefined the image of Ireland gastronomically, which
nowadays seen as a global food destination of excellence.

The motives that have led to this

“renaissance” of Irish gastronomy are highly varied in nature. Although they have been extensively
explained in section 4.1.2, there should be others that have not even been mentioned in this research.
Information and conclusions in this regard have been merely drawn from the qualitative data collated
during this investigation with the backup of linked academic literature. Nevertheless, the factors
presented serve well to contextualize the social, economic and cultural frames that have characterized
Ireland during the last few decades and how these have had a positive impact on the development of
Irish gastronomy in such a way. Moreover, all factors identified help support and build upon the evidence
created by existing theories and hypotheses proposed by other academic sources.
This research can be considered the first attempt made to provide a comprehensive view of what
modern Irish cuisine currently is. There are only two academic works grasping this so-called “Irish Food
Renaissance” in a fairly descriptive manner (Allen, 2015; Mac Con Iomaire, 2018). However, this study
deepens the understanding of its surge and recent popularity by incorporating conceptual frames and
a research methodology into play that had not been utilized before. Besides, I encourage for critical
analysis and constructive criticism from academia with respect to the findings and conclusions drawn
in this investigation, so that advancing on this field of knowledge remains the fundamental end goal.

5.2 How influential have globalization and colonialism been in the surge of NIC?

The global-local-(post)colonial triad
Chapter 4 clearly demonstrates that the sociological processes under study do not operate
autonomously but are indeed highly interconnected. Hereby, I dare to touch upon all possible dynamics
and explain the intricacies and bridging threads between these three conceptual spheres. The “global”
is strongly present in modern Irish gastronomy. Chefs depict trans-national culinary influences in their
dishes and menus, have travelled and worked in other countries and cook for international tourists.
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Moreover, years of economic affluence in Ireland – that boosted growth in the hospitality sector – would
have never happened without the flow of global capital, people and enterprises. Also, NIC is
unquestionably “local”. Chefs support local food networks, quality foods and promote the uniqueness
of their locale and of Ireland as a country. This localism has served to reinforce and redefine “Irishness”
around food. And this willingness to strengthen Irish food culture appears to be a post-colonial attitude
forged as a result of global movements and colonial times. If I had to answer now the research question
how influential globalization and colonialism have been in the surge of NIC, I could only say that these
processes have certainly been influential but measuring how much becomes complicated. During the
coming sections I endeavor to shed light on the level of influence of these processes and describe the
sought-after intersectional notions (interplays) shared by the main conceptual spheres (See Figure 1
for clarification).

5.2.1 The global-local interplay
The “local”, despite its contextual variability and idiosyncratic nature, is sometimes binarily opposed to
the global. Just as it has been in this research. However, to strengthen the understanding of the
complexities of globalization and localization, this research is useful to revoke the simplicity of this
opposing pair because it is indeed misleading. Many academics have written about the
interconnectedness of the global and the local in food studies. This investigation is the first of its kind
describing the global-local paradox in Irish gastronomy. New Irish cuisine is seen as an adequate
avenue toward comprehending how the global-local interplay operates and how these complex sociocultural processes coexist to shape society. In the next paragraphs I recap some examples showing
this global-local interplay.
First, NIC’s appearance exemplify how global and local flows blend together (See subchapter 4.2).
Place-valued foods, either because they are locally produced or traditionally Irish, represent almost the
entirety of any NIC dish. Wild plants with a historical connection, such as seaweeds or watercress,
organically reared meats like lamb, duck or beef, organic root vegetables such as potatoes, turnips and
carrots, or fresh daily-picked Irish oysters or shellfish, are examples of what one could find in a NIC
menu. Nevertheless, this local approach fuses with a global mantra of culinary influences and
techniques. A traditional potato purée might be found transformed into a smoked potato espuma; a
culinary technique first developed in Spain by Ferran Adriá amidst the 90s. Irish kimchi, pesto, miso,
beetroot hummus or sous-vided Irish beef will likely be present as well. Aesthetically, dishes follow
French and Nordic canons but also many other gastronomic movements. Chefs have taken up these
global influences via a myriad of channels: travels, collaborations, social media, etc. These increased
mobility and migratory patterns have also been enhanced by globalization, which Ireland has mightily
benefitted from. All these features represent the eclecticism of modern Irish gastronomy today, which
can be defined as a local harmonization of the global.
Second, NIC can be understood as a reaction against globalization but simultaneously a product of it.
Terroir and localism are distinction-making approaches that appear to be reinforced in a rapidlychanging global world that seems to be “deterritorializing” our foods. Localized high-end cuisines gain
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meaningfulness from the counterreaction: re-territorializing foods to overcome “the disconnection of
worlds of production and consumption” by supporting local food networks and tying their business to a
local area (Lane, 2011). NIC chefs declare themselves locavores for ecological, quality and socialbonding reasons. There is always a minute reliance on global food networks that provide them with
ingredients that cannot be found in Ireland. Nevertheless, it is clear that global and mass-produced
foods as well as international chains are avoided, rejected and considered “obstacles” to develop a
high-quality gastronomy. Hence, in this case new Irish cuisine can be understood as a localist
movement against globalization. Localism would not exist without globalism though.
Third, NIC has served to comprehend the dual nature of the Irish foodscape as well. In this project, I
have described the presence of AFNs in both research locations under study. These are interestingly
represented by a great number of non-Irish producers, apart from chefs, local councils and civic
consumers, who support an alternative way of producing, distributing and consuming food (Sage, 2003;
Duram & Cawley, 2012). Irish chefs get involved in these networks because of the community bonds,
direct relationships, quality food, seasonal products and their identity- and distinction-making capacity.
However, while localism gains momentum in Ireland and the number of local actors partaking in these
networks keeps increasing, the agri-food export-led corporate food system has never been stronger
than now. In fact, the current Food Wise 2025 strategy displays an ambitious goal for exports revenue
of €19 billion by 2025, a significant increase if compared to the previous strategy, Food harvest 2020,
which targeted €12 billion (Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine, 2020). Although this
reflection may seem a bit off-topic, it manifests the dual establishment of two food systems in Ireland:
on the one hand, the “local, Irish and authentic”, on which NIC bases its distinction and is represented
by Irish AFNs. On the other hand, the “global, Irish and mass-exported”, product of the ambitions of the
agri-food sector and the global food chains that also symbolizes to a great extent current Irish food
practices. These food systems have a clear unbalanced influence in Irish society. This asymmetry
explains the “niche” nature of NIC and its aspirations to become a nationally embraced identity.
Forth, Ireland’s transformation into a culinary destination has made possible partly thanks to the revived
interest in food boosted by the thriving Celtic Tiger years onwards. Globalization has also been key in
this regard: it brought prosperous times for Irish citizens and economy, permitted the arrival of new
cultures and ethnicities, strengthened the hospitality sector and helped implement a better educational
system for chefs and food professionals (Mac Con Iomaire, 2018). Moreover, high-end localized
cuisines like NIC contribute positively to the regional economy because they potentiate food tourism
often done by global foodies, who quest for authenticity, exoticism and a real immersion into the native
culture. These last facets again represent that NIC is a product of global-local intertwined dynamics.
Finally, Irishness around food is being questioned, redefined and reinvented by Irish chefs, producers
and state agencies at stake. Yet, considering the idiosyncrasy of identity, I remark that the conception
of “Irishness” discussed in this study remains in the collective of chefs interviewed and does not
represent what it is nationally perceived. Still, for chefs “defining” Irishness becomes a bit of a struggle
due to its multidimensional meaning. On the one side, “Irishness” in food is inclusive, open and global.
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In fact, it molds to other cultures and encloses broadly any chef, cuisine or “good” food occurring in
Ireland. On the other side, “Irishness” is tradition, heritage and the desire of revitalizing old and forgotten
Irish foodways. In this latter dimension, I place the decolonizing tone of NIC because, while the British
influence might have been seen with rejection, the old native “Gaelic” ways were welcome and sought
as key parts of their identity. As noted, even the notion of Irishness shows the connectedness of global
and local forces.
As many social researchers like Wilk (1999), Massey (2010), and Lane (2011) have noted, the “local”
and the “global” are not independent but inseparable processes linked together by dynamic
relationships. This investigation serves to reinforce this latter argument and bring it to the culinary
scenario. This novel Irish culinary identity is the product of global-local dynamics in many forms: a
localist movement against globalization of culture and foodscapes; a “local” product with national voice
constructed thanks to the dynamism of globalization; or a cosmopolitan and eclectic cuisine that takes
the best from the local products. Hence, glocalization is possibly the term that feels most appropriate to
define NIC as it shows a reciprocal upgrade of the fluid and varied global and the meaningful local
(Lane, 2011).

5.2.2 The global-(post)colonial interplay
In this intersectional arena, I explore what global concepts may reflect a (post)colonial attitude and vice
versa. After having carefully analyzed the discourses around the global and the (post)colonial in NIC, I
claim there is a bridging thread connecting both theoretical frames: the New Nordic cuisine.
The Nordic food movement appears to have been mightily influential for quite a number of Irish chefs.
Despite the fact that for some it has had a stronger sway than for others, its presence in NIC is
undeniable. It has driven Irish chefs to reexplore the Irish land, so that they can better understand their
surrounding landscape, promote its worth and work with identity markers to construct their personal
cuisine. I suggest that the global repercussion of the Nordics and their “way of seeing gastronomy”
sparked the Irish interest and changed somehow the chefs’ mindset, who started to become aware of
the culinary potential of the Irish landscape and produce. Interestingly, Allen (2015) describes in her
article that it all stemmed from the encounter of her mother-in-law Myrtle Allen with Claus Meyer held
in Ballymaloe House during one of the Euro-toques7 meetings. Myrtle’s simple and organic food was
eye-opening for the Nordics, especially for Meyer, one of the founders of the New Nordic Cuisine
philosophy. He realized that Nordic chefs could also do that instead of replicating Mediterranean dishes
with local Mediterranean foods. And that was the beginning of what NNC has become today, a
gastronomic new episteme worldwide recognized.
In NIC, I argue that the favor has been returned and it is now NNC the platform that has provided Irish
chefs with a suitable “model” for distinction. Mark Jennings is clear with this:

7

Euro-toques is an international lobbyist organization of chefs recognized by the European Commission that

commits to safeguard food biodiversity, quality food and culinary traditions in Europe (Euro-toques, 2020).
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“I think the Nordic cuisine allowed us that new path very close to us, so we were allowed to be
for the first time Northern hemisphere but not British, for the first time we had to look at the
“scandos”, to the Scandinavian countries, so we said “oh, we could do it that way” and still be
Northern hemisphere but not be British, so that was very exciting for me” (Mark Jennings,
20/11/2019).
This quote ties well with the decolonizing nature of NIC, which appears to have used the Nordic model
– and the accessibility of “the global” – as an escape way to distinguish themselves culturally and
nationally from the British Isles. This shows again the outwardness of Irish chefs as described at the
end of subsection 4.3.1.2, perhaps a remnant attitude of (post)colonial societies. Note that this is only
a proposition that could be critically rebated and assessed. Notwithstanding, after an extensive analysis
of the “subconcepts” embedded in the conceptual spheres, the strong Nordic influence in NIC appeared
to be a good fit considering the globalized and (post)colonial nature of Irish society.

5.2.3 The local-(post)colonial interplay
In the interplay of the local and the (post)colonial there are many common concepts that could be seen
as “connecting” both theoretical frames. However, they all revolve around the idea of “local foods”. In
respect to NIC, I share the vision that Beriss (2019) posits in his review. It says: “(deploying) local food
as a way to demonstrate the legitimacy of a national culture has become an especially important
postcolonial strategy for many nation-states”.
I have shown along this document that Irish local foods are intrinsically associated with notions of
quality, personal bonds, sustainability and identity. All these attributes strengthen the perception of local
Irish food as “good food”, which is a fairly novel conception in Ireland. Prior to Irish independence and
even several decades later, good food was confined in the realm of French fine dining and British elitist
cuisine served in the Big Houses. Contrastingly, nowadays, and gradually more and more, the notion
of what good food is has drastically shifted towards having knowledge about local, Irish, heirloom and
old foods. Knowing about these matters is a signal of high status in Irish society due to the high
Bourdieuian capital needed – shown by the NIC chefs interviewed. And considering the “identity
longing” of chefs felt towards Irish food for not being distinguished by its cuisine, local foods have clearly
been the key towards distinction to develop a ”new” national cuisine and unique culinary identity. Wilk
(1999) in his study on Belizean food notes the same shift. While during colonialism good food was
mainly British imported food, after independence local foods became the symbol for a national cuisine
craved to be a distinctive part of the Belizean national identity being forged. In Ireland, although the
historical circumstances have been totally different, the fact of associating “local” and “Irish” with “good”
has created a (banal) nationalistic sentiment of pride and confidence in the Irish population around Irish
food that did not exist before. And accounting for the harsh colonial past of Irish society as well as the
dreadful famine, “Irish cuisine” is nowadays relishing national appreciation as a “newer” symbol of the
Irish identity. Moreover, this distinctive cuisines, local or national identities are proven useful tools to
generate tourism and improve livelihoods in rural areas. Consequently, “local foods” have transformed
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Ireland in a place where tourists can have a taste of authentic food experiences and where Irish people
are increasingly engaged in local food activities that potentiate their sense of identity and place
attachment.

5.3 Limitations, remarks and suggestions for further research
This research presents several limitations that should be identified and discussed. To begin with, there
have been various methodological constraints. First, data derived from semi-structured interviews, this
study’s main data source, concentrate almost exclusively on the perceptions and beliefs of NIC chefs.
Despite of their central role in the investigation, other stakeholders’ views could have also had a mightier
impact on this study and strengthened some of the arguments given. E.g., local food producers,
governmental agencies’ representatives or NIC consumers. Nonetheless, the participant broad reach
initially sought has been limited due to the phenomenon of non-response and lack of time, clear
constraints the social researcher has to deal with. Second, this research shows less depth on the
insights gained with respect to the (post)colonial frame if compared with the other two (the global and
the local). Perhaps, the lack of experience in interviewing made more difficult alluding to questions
related to these more reflexive and touchier matters for Irish people. Moreover, I was more familiarized
with the global and local concepts and that might have biased my interventions to some degree. Apart
from these two methodological limitations, there have also been other constraints respecting the data
analysis and the conceptual presentation of the results. First and foremost, the aesthetic analysis
discussed in section 4.2.2 is merely descriptive and intuitive. It has not been based on any scientific
analytical methodology because there are barely academic works on this regard. However, I encourage
food researchers to bear in mind the potential of food aesthetics as a useful data generator and research
tool. Second, defining conceptually NIC has been thought useful to facilitate the comprehension of this
culinary identity but might have also created boundaries that have excluded or included other
restaurants that could or could not feel represented by the “movement”. Finally, although this research’s
geographical focus has been of great benefit, investigating Dublin as a “third” area would have been
highly favorable for this study. In this latter case, lack of time and limited financial resources drew the
research’s attention to the counties of Cork and Galway.
At this point, I would like to make an aside and reflect on the gendered dimension of my research. Only
one out of the nine interviewees is a female. Nonetheless, any connoisseur of the history of Irish food
well know how crucial women have historically been in the development of Irish gastronomy. Myrtle
Allen, first Michelin-starred female chef in Ireland, might be the clearest example, but I also want to
render space to others such as Theodora Fitzgibbon, Maura Laverty and Monica Sheridan. Besides,
still nowadays at the household level, Irish women are in charge of most of the cooking and a key piece
in the revalorization of home cooking and promotion of good Irish food. Further, I acknowledge that
there are also female chefs with NIC restaurants all over the country (e.g. Grainne Mullins, Niamh Fox,
Christine Walsh, and Roisin Gillen), but there is no doubt that they are a clear minority (Dunworth,
2020). In fact, only one out the twenty-three Michelin-starred restaurants in Ireland (counting on
Northern Ireland) is managed by a female chef: Eipic, in Belfast, whose proprietor and former head chef
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is Danni Barry, the second female Michelin-star awardee Ireland has ever had (Lee, 2016). This shows
that professional kitchens are nowadays strongly gendered environments. Hence, I encourage for
research to unravel the reasons behind this imbalance and to untangle the unfairness of societal
structures leading to this marked gendered outcome so that a change towards a more just and genderequal world is constructed.
Finally, further research around this topic is appropriate once seen the limitations. First, conducting
similar studies in other counties and areas of Ireland would provide a deeper and more comprehensive
insight into the scope of the movement and its variability amongst counties and peoples (regionality).
Considering that the West has preserved more Irish “Gaelic” cultural traits and foods, it would be
interesting to investigate the differences (and similarities) between NIC in the West and the East.
Second, an in-depth research on the insights of the local food producers and the state agencies
supporting NIC would be highly beneficial to critically assess the findings presented in this study. Lastly,
it would also be convenient to further explore this topic in a more collaborative manner. I give serious
consideration to “the privilege and responsibility of interpretation” and thus a more critical assessment
on my analysis from both participant community and voluntary external readers would always be
welcome and highly appreciated. Ensuring rigor, credibility and trustworthiness is a constant and cyclic
task for social researchers (Hay, 2000).

5.4 Conclusions
New Irish cuisine serves as a clear example of the fluidity and symbolism of food. Investigating what
people eat in a concrete society, locale and moment in time helps researchers further understand how
broader and more complex social structures shape human behavior and culture. By looking at this novel
culinary identity from various perspectives, I hope to have provided the reader with a comprehensive
understanding of what this cuisine is and how it operates. After the analysis and subsequent reflection,
there are several conclusions that could help wrap up this work. In the first place, this novel cuisine is
a clear reflection of the globalized and (post)colonial nature of Ireland as a nation. The global nature of
present-day Ireland is seen in its tourism-targeting initiatives, the corporate-led food system, the labor
migration and culinary influences. The significance of the local in Irish cuisine is also a product of global
forces, that leads to the sensemaking and place-making ability of food towards sustainability,
reterritorialization and cultural heterogenization. Moreover, this study serves to highlight the
decolonizing power that local foods can have, in the sense of creating an own Irish identity and national
distinctiveness. Secondly, NIC has proven useful to comprehend how power relations and capital – in
all its forms – produce and reproduce social hierarchy regarding taste and food. From the highbrow
nature of this movement, the tension between democracy and distinction becomes clear. Finally, Irish
terroir and its meaningfulness appear again to be a strategy that helps chefs create locality and
uniqueness.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. List of restaurants

Table 4. Restaurants contacted during research. In green, the restaurants that have been interviewed in this study.
County (location) and contact address are specified.
Nº

Restaurant name

County

Contact address

1

The Harvest Room

Cork

info@dunbrodyhouse.com

2

Farmgate Café

Cork

info@farmgatecork.ie

3

Farmgate Restaurant

Cork

restaurant@farmgate.ie

4

Market Lane

Cork

info@marketlane.ie

5

Malarkey

Kerry

http://malarkey.ie/index.php/contact/

6

Elbow Lane

Cork

info@elbowlane.ie

7

Sage

Cork

kevin@sagerestaurant.ie

8

Crawford Gallery Café

Cork

http://www.crawfordgallerycafe.com/content/contact-us

9

The square table

Cork

info@thesquaretable.ie

10

Dromoland Castle

Clare

sales@dromoland.ie

11

The falls

Kerry

info@sheenfallslodge.ie

12

Paradiso

Cork

denisparadiso1@gmail.com

13

Cliff House Hotel

Waterford

info@cliffhousehotel.ie

14

Mews

Cork

info@mewsrestaurant.ie

15

Ichigo Ichie

Cork

info@ichigoichie.ie

16

Chestnut

Cork

info@restaurantchestnutwestcork.ie

17

Ballymaloe House and Restaurant

Cork

info@cookingisfun.ie

18

Greenes Restaurant

Cork

bryan2012@gmail.com

19

Orchids Restaurant

Cork

enquiries@hayfielmanor.ie

20

Blairs Inn

Cork

info@blairsinn.ie

21

The Overdraught

Cork

info@theoverdraught.ie

22

Isaacs Restaurant

Cork

isaacs@iol.ie

23

The bridge

Cork

hello@thebridgecork.ie

24

Amicus

Cork

paulstreet@amicusrestaurant.ie

25

Cornstore

Cork

cork@cornstore.com

26

Serendipity

Cork

serendipitycork@gmail.com

27

Nash19

Cork

info@nash19.com

28

The Model Farm

Cork

info@themodelfarm.ie

29

The Briar Rose

Cork

thebriardouglas@gmail.com

30

Bastion

Cork

helenbastion@hotmail.com

31

Dillons

Cork

info@dillonsrestaurant.ie
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32

Richy’s

Cork

info@richysbarandbistro.com

33

Pilgrims

Cork

contact.pilgrims@gmail.com

34

Poachers

Cork

http://poachers.ie/contact/

35

O’Connors

Cork

oconnorseafood@eircom.net

36

Bell Tower

Cork

info@castlemartyrresort.ie

37

Cronin’s

Cork

info@croninspub.com

38

Blairscove House

Cork

mail@blairscove.ie

39

Finn’s

Cork

info@finnstable.com

40

Fishy fishy

Cork

http://www.fishyfishy.ie/contact.php

41

Aherne’s Youghal

Cork

info@ahernes.net

42

Jacques Restaurant

Cork

info@jacquesrestaurant.ie

43

Aniar

Galway

food@aniarrestaurant.ie

44

Ard Bia

Galway

http://www.ardbia.com/contact-1

45

Brasserie on the corner

Galway

info@brasseriegalway.com

46

Kai

Galway

hello@kairestaurant.ie

47

Kasbah wine bar

Galway

kbwinebar@gmail.com

48

Kirwan’s lane

Galway

kirwanslane@gmail.com

49

Loam

Galway

info@loamgalway.com

50

The Dough Bros

Galway

info@thedoughbros.ie

51

Gather Restaurant

Galway

gathertuam@gmail.com

52

Brownes Restaurant

Galway

info@brownestuam.ie

53

Leaf & Bean

Galway

hello@leafandbean.ie

54

The old barracks

Galway

info@oldbarracks.ie

55

Maggie May’s

Galway

maggiemays@gmail.com

56

The three towers and organic kitchen

Galway

info@slieveaughtycentre.com

57

Gallery Café Gort

Galway

galcafe@gmail.com

58

The pier head

Galway

pierhead@eircom.net

59

Armorica

Galway

natasha@armorica.ie

60

Basilico restaurant

Galway

Basilico.oranmore@yahoo.ie

61

Kate’s place

Galway

galwaycookeryclasses@gmail.com

62

Keane’s Oranmore

Galway

info@keanesoranmore.com

63

Paddy Burke’s

Galway

info@paddyburkesgalway.com

64

Porterhouse

Galway

porterhousegalway@gmail.com

65

Ajla restaurant

Galway

info@ajla.ie
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Appendix 2. List of producers

Table 5. Producers contacted during fieldwork. County (location) and contact address are specified.
Nº

Company name

County

Contact address

1

Gubbeen Cheese and Smokehouse

Cork

http://gubbeen.com/contact-us.html

2

Ummera Smokehouse

Cork

info@ummera.com

3

Milleens Cheese

Cork

info@milleenscheese.com

4

Irish Seed Savers

Clare

info@irishseedsavers.ie

5

Burren Smokehouse

Clare

https://www.burrensmokehouse.com/contacts

6

Ballyhoura mushrooms

Cork

ballyhouramushrooms@gmail.com

7

Richard’s Little Farm

Cork

richardslittlefarm@hotmail.com

8

Ardsallagh Goat’s Cheese

Cork

http://ardsallagh.ie/?page_id=38

9

Carrigaline Cheeses

Cork

http://www.carrigalinecheese.com/contact-us.html

10

Macroom Buffalo Blue Cheese

Cork

https://macroombuffalocheese.com/

11

Jack McCarthy’s Black Pudding

Cork

sales@jackmaccarthy.ie

12

Arbutus Artisan Breads

Cork

info@arbutusbread.com

13

Food for humans

Cork

stephen@foodforhumans.ie

14

Kilbrack Organic Farm

Cork

https://kilbrackfarm.wordpress.com/category/contact/

15

Glenilen Farm

Cork

thekitchen@glenilenfarm.com

16

Durrus Irish Farmhouse Cheese

Cork

office@durruscheese.com

17

Devoys Organic Farm

Cork

devoysorganics@gmail.com

18

Shanagarry Smoked Salmon

Cork

smokiecasey@gmail.com

19

Woodside Farm

Cork

info@woodsidefarm.ie

20

The Good Fish company

Cork

sales@goodfish.ie

21

Gort Na Naim Farm

Cork

lucy@gortnanain.com

23

Wild Irish Seaweed

Limerick

info@wildirishseaweeds.com

24

Connemara Organic Seaweed

Galway

noel@connemaraseaweedcompany.ie

25

This is Seaweed

Dublin

info@thisiseaweed.com

26

The Sea Gardener

Waterford

marie@theseagardener.ie
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Appendix 3. Interview Guide

*

Note that the interview guide displayed below has been standardized. All interview guides were personalized
preceding the semi-structured interview.

INTRODUCTION
Hi PARTICIPANT, how are you? Thanks a lot for sharing a bit of your time with me. As you might already know, I
wanted to interview you. One important thing by the way is that I’d like to audio-record this call, so tell me if it’s ok
for you so that I put the audio-recorder on. I’ll will give you a bit of an introduction about me first: my name is Pedro
and I’m a master’s student from Spain but studying in the Netherlands. My master’s thesis topic is about the New
Irish cuisine and how Ireland and Irish chefs are working towards the development of a distinctive food identity,
recognized nationally and internationally. For this little interview, I will be asking you some questions and you can
answer them in as much detail as you like. But first of all, thank you very much for offering your help and your time.

PERSON AND PLACE
1.

2.

Can you tell me a bit about yourself?
How are you?
Where are you from?
Where did you study?
Why you decided to become a chef?
Siblings?
Where have you lived? Have you ever left the country to continue with your professional career?
Can you tell me a bit about your restaurant?

NEW IRISH CUISINE
After having done a bit of research and tried to construct a background for this topic, I have seen that the culinary
scene in Ireland has changed drastically in the past 20 years.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Why do you think it all has changed so much lately? Have Irish wanted to change their relation to food? What
was the past relation of food and Irish culture?
Has media, cooking TV shows being influencing in this growing interest for good and fair food in
Ireland?
What was Irish food before this?
How did this food revolution start? Was it Myrtle Allen? Has she influenced you in your cooking style? How?
Has her work left such a remarkable mark in contemporary Irish food?
What do you think New Irish cuisine is? How would you define it?
What are your core ideals or concepts ruling your kitchen and way of cooking?
What makes your food Irish?
Is it the ingredients that you use? Where do you get them from?
Is it the recipes? Where have you learned these recipes?
What makes you put these recipes in the menu and not others?
What cuisines, do you think, are influential in your cooking style?

GLOBALIZATION
1.
2.
3.
4.

What comes to your mind when you hear the world globalization?
How would you define Ireland as a country?
Is being local is important for you? Why?
Why do you forage part of your ingredients?
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5.
6.
7.

Is it a reminder to your clients of how rich and forgotten is sometimes the Irish land and coastline?
Is it for the excitement and the sense of adventure it causes to you?
Is it possible to find foraged foods in food markets/available in any market in Cork?
Do you consider your restaurants farm-to-table restaurants?
Would you like to expand your business or have more restaurants around the world?
What do these practices provide to you? Do they help you get to know better your environment? Are the
ingredients used in at the household level in Ireland?

COLONIALISM
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Has this food revolution and the sense of rediscovering Irish foods and traditions gained strength partly due
to the loss of all these during colonial times, when Irish culture was banned and consequently forgotten?
What are these ingredients and traditions?
Why do you think there a sense of rediscovering Ireland and its foods?
Is modern Irish food less British-like than “normal” Irish food? Why?
Why is constructing a distinctive and own food identity in Ireland so important for you?
Was this sense lost during colonial times?
What is your opinion about British cuisine and British foodways?

FUTURE
1.
2.

How will Irish cuisine look like in the future? What do you think?
What do you think it is important to add? Is there anything else you want to say?
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Appendix 4. Consent form

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
Who am I?
Hi! My name is Pedro Martinez Noguera. I am a postgraduate student at Wageningen University and Research
(WUR), based in the Netherlands. For my MSc dissertation I research the construction of the New Irish cuisine
from two different perspectives: colonialism and globalization. Since my study takes place in Ireland, I am currently
a visiting student at University College Cork (UCC), city where I will live in until the end of January.
What am I doing?
I arrived in the Emerald Isle in order to conduct the field research needed for my MSc thesis, which comprises a
collection of raw data about the current expressions in the Irish culinary scene . NIC, standing for New Irish Cuisine,
has been defined by chefs and food writers as a novel gastronomic trend that is reshaping the relation Irish people
has had historically with food and Ireland’s external image in respect to its food quality. In this study, I want to
investigate the origins of this culinary renaissance and its distinctive traits. This research is meant to open new
horizons and help understand the intricacies of the construction of a modern culinary identity in Ireland, acclaimed
worldwide.
Why I want you to be involved in our research?
I want to speak with knowledgeable people in regard to NIC and Irish food history. This research will mainly include
interviews with chefs (primary producers of this gastronomic movement), participant observation during food
events, media analysis, and communications with Irish food historians and writers. Please read this sheet carefully
and be confident that you understand its contents before deciding whether to participate and provide signed
consent. As part of this study, I wish to conduct what is called a ‘semi-structured interview’. This simply means that,
rather than ask a series of ‘yes or no’ questions, I have just a few ‘open-ended’ questions and you can respond to
these in as much detail as you like. You can also offer information that we may not ask you about but that you feel
is important. The interview will last approximately 60 minutes depending on your answers.
With your permission we will audio record the interview and transcribe the conversation for analysis. If you don’t
want to be audio or video recorded, that’s fine; you can still participate, and we will take notes of our conversation.
Project outputs
The information gathered will be used for academic purposes. In this case, it will provide the qualitative data
necessary to write my MSc dissertation.
Benefits and risks of participating
By participating in this research, you will be contributing to a better understanding of the construction of culinary
identities and the complexities of food as a product of past experiences and encounters and current ideals. Your
participation in this study is voluntary. You are free to decline to answer any particular question you do not wish to
answer for any reason. There are no known risks if you decide to participate in this research study, but if you feel
uneasy about your continued participation you can withdraw your interview at any time (up to the point at which it
is processed/incorporated in publications/university reports). There are no costs to you for participating in the study.
The information collected may not benefit you directly, but the information learned in this study should provide more
general benefits.
Data management
The information collected from this study will be reported on in a way that ensures confidentiality unless you request
otherwise on the attached consent form. To ensure confidentiality, data will be stored away safely and will be
viewed only by the project investigators. Also, pseudonyms (rather than your real name) will be used in publications
— unless you expressly wish to be identified by name in these forums.
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Your rights
To reiterate, as a participant you have the right to:
(a) Withdraw from the project at any time and to withdraw any unprocessed/unpublished data (including
images) previously supplied.
(b) Be guaranteed that the project is for the purposes of research only.
(c) Be guaranteed that any personal information you provide will be safeguarded and only disclosed where
you have consented to the disclosure or as required by law.
(d) Be guaranteed that the security of the research data will be protected during and after completion of
the study.
Contact details
Oona Morrow
Assistant Professor
Department of Rural Sociology
Wageningen University and Research
Wageningen, The Netherlands
Email: oona.morrow@wur.nl
Phone number: +31 6 16682811

Pedro Martinez Noguera
MSc Student
Department of Rural Sociology
Wageningen University and Research
Wageningen, The Netherlands
Email: pedro.martineznoguera@wur.nl
Phone number: +34 669189641

CONSENT FORM
INTERVIEW PARTICIPATION
Understanding New Irish Cuisine from the perspective of (post)colonialism and globalization

Consent
1.
2.
3.

I have had the above project explained to me, and I have read the information sheet.
I agree to participate in the above research project as described in the Participant Information Sheet.
I agree to:
[ ] be interviewed and audio-recorded for this project.
[ ] be interviewed using computer-mediated communication.
[ ] be photographed for the purposes of the project.

4.

I wish to:
[ ] remain anonymous in any publications or presentations associated with this project.
[ ] be recognized in name for my contribution to the project and thus not remain anonymous in any
publications or presentations associated with the project.

5.

I acknowledge that:
(a) I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw from the project at any time
and to withdraw any unprocessed/unpublished data previously supplied (unless follow-up is needed for
safety).
(b) The project is for the purpose of research. It may not be of direct benefit to me.
(c) The privacy of the personal information I provide will be safeguarded and only disclosed where I have
consented to the disclosure or as required by law.
(d) The security of the research data will be protected during and after completion of the study.

Participant’s consent
Full name of participant (Please print): ____________________________________________________________

Participant: _____________________________________
(Signature)

Date:
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___________________

Appendix 5. Coding trees

Coding trees resulting from the coding procedure specified in subchapter 3.6 are presented. Text has
been analyzed employing the codes written in black. Below each code, the number of times it has been
referenced is displayed.

Figure 10. Coding tree #1 used to create the restaurant profile explained in Section 4.2.1.

Figure 11. Coding tree #2 utilized to operationalize the interview data, the main source of qualitative information.
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Following, there is an example of how this research’s qualitative data have been analyzed. Localization
is a key concept of the theoretical framework that is further investigated in this study, thus deductive
codes such as “LOCAL” are used in order to understand in what contexts this notion gains importance.
Instances are: “also you are putting money back into your local area, which is a really important support,
supporting your local community” (Darina Allen, 02/12/2019) or “it kind of enforces focus on the
ingredients, not any one time our menu is not focused on what’s coming off the farm” (Denis Cotter,
04/12/2019). However, as one codes the text with “LOCAL”, in vivo subcodes originate that relate to
the theoretical code. “COMMUNITY”, “ECONOMY” and “CLOSE RELATION” would be examples
extracted from the previous quotes.
Besides this, the texts of information (transcripts or documents) have been coded descriptively – with
obvious and superficial category labels – and analytically – as reflexive themes related to the theoretical
framework (Hay, 2000). Two instances to capture the differences between these codes are given as
follows. Descriptively, I use the code “SEASONAL” once I encounter quotes such as the following ones:
“The natural course of the seasons dictates our ever-changing and evolving menu” (Aniar, 2020) or
“Our menus are inspired by many things but notably our changing seasons” (Bastion, 2020).
Contrastingly, an analytical code can be “PRIDE” and would comprise quotes like: “they are trying to
find a very pure expression of the fantastic ingredients that we have here in Ireland, especially in each
restaurant’s area” (Bryan McCarthy, 07/11/2019) or “I think the problem is that Irish people had to have
needed to be told by other people how amazing particular things are before they are willing to go “yes,
they are amazing” (Richard Milnes, 09/12/2019).
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Appendix 6. Project timetable
PERIOD 1: THESIS PROPOSAL
25/08/201901/09/2019

Beginning of
thesis
proposal
(Thesis topic
was already
chosen)

Capita
Selecta
Qualitative
Methods
(RSO-51303)

01/09/201908/09/2019

Literature
review

08/09/201915/09/2019

15/09/201922/09/2019

Literature
review

Literature
review

22/09/201929/09/2019

Literature
review

30/09/201907/10/2019

Literature
review

07/09/201914/09/2019

Literature
review

Media
analysis

Media
analysis

Media
analysis

Media
analysis

Media
analysis

Media
analysis

Planning
(03/09)
And book
choice

Reading
Hay, 2000.

Reading
Hay, 2000.

Reading
Hay, 2000.

Reading
Hay, 2000.

Reading
Hay, 2000.

14/10/201921/10/2019
Proposal final
report (15/10)
Proposal
presentation
(15/10)
Modifications and
improvements
(16/10-19/10)
Preparation
FOTE19:
Questions and
media analysis
(16/10-19/10)

FINAL REPORT
Writing

PERIOD 2: FIELDWORK PERIOD
21/10/201904/11/2019

04/11/201918/11/2019

16/11/201902/12/2019

02/12/201916/12/2019

16/11/201930/12/2019

30/12/201913/01/2020

13/01/202027/01/2020

27/01/202010/02/2020

Letters of
introduction
(24/10-26/10)
Email recipients
(27/10)
Arranging of
interviews

Interview
guide
preparation
Interview 1
(07/11) with
Bryan
McCarthy
Transcription

Interview
guide
preparation
Interview 2
(19/11) with
JP McMahon
Transcription

Interview
guide
preparation
Interview 6
(04/12) with
Denis Cotter
Transcription

Progress
evaluation
(possible
improvements,
missing data,
doubts,
questions)

Christmas
Break

Interview
guide
preparation
Interview 9
(17/01) with
Kevin Aherne
Transcription

Return to NL
and beginning
of THESIS
REPORT
WRITING

Interview
guide
preparation
Interview 3
(20/11) with
Paul
McDonald
Transcription

Interview
guide
preparation
Interview 7
(09/12) with
Richard
Milnes
Transcription

Participant
observation
FOTE19
1ST day (21/10)
2ND day (22/10)
Field notes +
transcription
(23/10)

Capita Selecta
Qualitative
Methods
(RSO-51303)
FINAL REPORT
DELIVERY

Christmas
Break

Interview
guide
preparation
Interview 4
(20/11) with
Mark Jennings
Transcription

Interview
guide
preparation
Interview 8
(11/01) with
Hugo
McCafferty
Transcription

Data analysis
CADQAS

Data analysis
CADQAS

Capita Selecta
Qualitative
Methods
(RSO-51303)
FINAL
GRADE 8.0

Interview
guide
preparation
Interview 5
(02/12) with
Darina Allen
Transcription
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PERIOD 3: WRITING PERIOD
10/02/202024/02/2020

24/02/202009/03/2020

09/03/202023/03/2020

23/03/202006/04/2020

06/04/202020/04/2020

20/04/202012/06/2020

Beginning of
the writing
Writing Part 1
Draft 1

Supervisor
check

Supervisor
check

Supervisor
check

Supervisor
check

12/06/202023/06/2020

23/06/202030/06/2020

Writing Part 2
Draft 2

Thesis final
submission
(23/06/2020)

Thesis
presentation
(16/06/2020)

Supervisor
check
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Supervisor
check

Participant
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Thesis
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(30/06/2020)

